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IMODUCTIOK 
4n inereeusiog amount of attention is being siven by 
ohemiets to tlie subject of organic analysis, as is attested 
by the it^ reasing nus^ er of publications dealing with the de* 
Telopient of jisethods of identification. 
k search of the literature reveals the need for a series 
of derivatives of the high molecular weight fatty acids. Timre 
are very few derivatives described which might be considered 
entirely satisfactory for the identification of the acids from 
capric to stearic. Of the derivatives that have been reported 
there is considerable discrepancy in the melting points as re­
ported by different observers, fhis large discrepancy is no 
doubt due to the degree of purity of the acids employed. 
Since organic acids occur in natural products in such 
great variety and have been prepared synthetically in such 
large nuabers, their positive identification is of the utiifflst 
importance. The amides, anilides, j-toluidides and solid esters 
are usually relied upon for the identification of acids, but 
in soaie cases these are difficult to prepare and purify. 
Progress in the isolation and Identification of natural 
products and in the analysis of artificial mixUires depems 
largely on -ttke possibility of preparing suitable crystalline 
derivatives of th® substances being investigated. 
It is desirable to have several series of derivatives so 
that if one fails in a particular case, another may be avail­
able, In important cases, in order to avoid the possibility 
of error, it is often necessary to prepare several different 
derivatives, fhe separation of the high aolecular weight 
fatty aoids, and their determination when several are present 
together is a matter of considerable difficulty. 
ISiis thesis is en attempt at a systemtic study of the 
high laoleeulax weight fatty acid derivatives with the object 
of preparing a series of derivatives suitable for their identi­
fication* k. satisfactory derivative should be easy to prepare 
aM shouM give a go<^  yield of an easily purified product# 
ilie amides, anilides, j»-toluidides aM solid esters, in 
i^ st oases, have proven satisfactory derivatives for the iso­
lation and identification of the lower molecular weight fatty 
acids, but do not serve as satisfactory derivatives for the 
higher molecular weight fatty acids. 
It is a well known fact that the melting points of the 
normal hydrocarbons and of their siiaple derivatives sho® 
alterations as we go from one member to the next in a series. 
It has been shown by Malone and Reid (1) that the iaelting 
points of the S.S-dinitrobensoates of the normal alcohols show 
the saste phenoiaenon. Frcm our knowledge of the ^ ysical 
1. ^ aoae and Reid, £. Am. Chem. Soc.. 51, 3424 (1929). 
properties of homologous series ®e i:now that densities approx­
imate to a constant value as we ascend the series, the salting 
points and Ijoiling points continue to rise, although the 
suooessive differences become smaller and smaller* fo this 
general rule, however, the normal fatty aoids form a ru>te-
worthy exception, since their melting points fall to a minimm 
aM then rise, and further since the odd and even members fall 
on two distinct curves, the even members melting higher than 
the odd ffleiBbers* Biach (£} pointed out ^ at this alteration 
is quite general, as it appears in at least sixteen series of 
compounds, fhis phenoxoenon, evident even in the paraffins, 
appears to be due to something inherent in the carbon chain 
Itself. 
Bobertson (3) has sho^ n that the aaddes, anilides and 
t^oluidides of the monobasic fatty acids exhibit an even 
greater Irregularity than the aoids the^ elves, which was ex­
plained, rather vaguely, as being due to ssolecular dissyn^ try. 
2« Biach, %n, physlk, > 50, 43 (1904). 
3# BobertsoB. Chea«'^ oo». 93, 1033 (1908), 
HISIORICAI, 
In 1877 Waohendorf (4) fouM tliat j^ nltrobeazyl breoiie 
reacted readilj witii sodium acetate to give a solid which 
serTea as a satisfactory derivative for isolating and identi* 
fying acetic acid, (Sae identification of organic substances 
was not so mch an object in his tiiae^  aM his «ork seems to 
have been overloolied. His statement about the ready formation 
of ^ nitrobenzyl acetate suggested to Reid and co-workers (5) 
that other ^ -nitrobeasyl esters mi^ t be foraed readily aiaS 
might have convenient properties. 
Other chemists from tiB© to time have prepared j^ nitro-
benzyl esters and also ethers of alcohols aM phenols but 
there had been no systematic investigation of j^ nitrobenayl 
esters as add derivatives for the purpose of identification 
until Held and G0«90r]ii»r8 (5) mde a s1»;fedy of them* Bie 
nitrobenzyl chloride and iodide have been used in some cases 
in place of the bromide, all three halides give the sam re­
sults, though the high molecular weight and slight solubility 
of the iodide is sometimes disadvantageous* 
4. Wacheadorf, Ann*. 185> E66 (1877)* 
6* Held, J. 39* 1£4 (2917); (b) Lyman and Reid, 
ibidT* WT TtETaSITr; T©J Hsr&m and Reid. ibid.. S9. 1727 
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lelly and Seg^ a (6) prepared the jg-nitrobemsyl esters 
of several allpliatio and arosatic acids aM fotuad that aaprole^  
oaprylie, ]^ largoiiie and oaprie aeids yielded oils which eould 
aot fee iijdttced to crj^ stalliae* 
Blicfee and Sffli-tti (7) modified Reid»s (5) ^thod in the 
preparation of deriTatives of the three hydroxyheaaoic acids 
aial prepared the fflono-^ -nitrobenzyl ester ^ the dl-;£->nitrol>eBzyl 
derifatiTe aM the jg-nitrobenzyl ethers» 
lai^  of the jg-nitr©benzyl esters are useful for the 
identification of acids; but Btme of the esters jMlt too 1OT» 
SG^  too high« ej3& others have uMesirable properties* !^ e 
nitro group amy lead to side reactions with strcmgly reducing 
acids^  beside it is oonvenient as nell as desirable to have 
several series of derivatives since one may be of use in a 
particular case in which the other is not available. In im­
portant cases iBore than one derivative is desirable^  and in 
the identification of mixtures all possible help is needed* 
Ihe jg-nitrobenzyl esters have been used very successfully 
for the separation of certain acid siixtures (5), Of the sixty-
four carboxylic acids studied by Reid and co^ worltors (6), fifty 
gave crystallise esters. The results show that jg«nitroben»yl 
brojside is a valuable reagent for the identification of som 
6* Eielly and Se^ ira. ibid,. 56. 2497 (19a4)« 
7* m.iclg» and SflU^ , TBlSrr, 151, 1947 C1929)* 
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aolds* aroiaatio acids give excellent results, liut with 
aoae of tlie ali^ atlc acids the esters are oils* 
brosiide (8) reseoliles ^ oitrdbeitzyl broaaide ii2 
reacting readily with the sodium salts of organic acids, 
CgHgCOGUgBr 4. RCOONa C^^ HgCOCHgCOOR + SaBr. 
fhe presence of the isetone group through the formtion of 
phen;flh7drazone8, oxioes aM sesaicarljasones fflay serve as 
farther s»aas of identification. 
The phenacyl esters have been used very successfully for 
the separation and identification of acids from a large number 
of mixtures (9). P^he K^ thods of separation are given ia de­
tail* Cf the thirty mixtures of esters examined, all the esters 
were separated in a pure state in eleven oases and one cc^  
ponent in seventeen other cases. Especially good results were 
reported nith polybasic aliphatic acids in mixtures such as 
occur in fruits aM natural products* 
A comparison of the phenacyl aM j;»nitrobenzyl esters 
sho^ ss that in most cases the phenacyl esters are superior to 
the ^ nitrobenzyl esters for the identification of acids, but 
in some cases even the phenacyl esters are oils or low mslting 
solids* It is kxLQmn that the j^ aitro* and ^ brci»3^ enaoyl 
8. Batoer and Heid» ibid., 41. 76 (1919). 
9. Rather and Eeid, ibid> > 6S9 C19B1). 
lii^ Srazoaes are sometiaes solids when tlie un^ bstituted iiydra* 
zoa€S ar« oils* fkls suggested the use of jg-br^ a^oj^ ieaacyl 
esters (10) as derivatives for the identifioatioii of aoids« 
A eomparison shows the ^ bromophenaeyl esters itelt hi^ er 
thaa the eorrespoading ^ nitrobeaayl or phenaeyl esters, 
Broi»»phe£iaeyl bromide gave poor results with dibasio aoids^  
but for B^ nobasio aoids it gave better results than either 
j«aitrobeiazyl broiside or phenaeyl br^ soide* A eofflparison of 
the ^ halogen esters shows that the ^ -iodo derivatives melt 
hi^ er, in almost every ease, than the oorresponding brc^ o 
and ohloro derivatives (11)« Eielly and Heff (12) found that 
in general the solubility of the phenaeyl esters was imoh 
higher than that of the correspoiwiing j^ -bromspheaaoyl esters. 
Phenaoyl bromide and j^ -halogen substituted phenaeyl 
broosides have been used with great sueoees for preparing 
esters whioh are excellently adapted for charaoteriaing a 
large number of organic acids* These esters m&y be easily 
prepared by the action of the bromide on the sodium salt of 
the acid in aqueous alcoholic solution, 
X—C^ H^ COCHgBr 4- HCOONa ^^ B^^ QGCU^ QOOR + MaBr, 
10. Judefiad and Heid, ibid.. 42, 1043 (1920); (b) Haan, Heid 
and Jajaeison, ibid.. 
n* Moses a^  Reid, iHd.. 2101 {19S2), 
IE. Kelly and aieff ,*TgI5'. .""Si. 4444 (1932). 
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they crystallize well aad may be purified by a few crystalliza­
tions from alooliol. The melting points of the esters from a 
given acid increases as X Yaries frcaa hydrogen to chlorine to 
broaine to iodine# In certain cases even the iodophenacyl ©stera 
have melting points BO ion as to joa^  purification difficult* 
Drake end Bronitsky (13) have proposed jg-phenylphenacyl 
bromide, 
as a reagent which yields high-melting derivatives* The fol-
li^ ing table serves as a comparison between phenacyl^  j^ ohloro* 
phenaeyl, jj-broffiophesaoyl, jg-iaiophenacyl and the j^ pheayl-
phenacyl e@ters« 
TABltB I* 
©le Melting Points of a Few j^ Phenylphenacyl Jisters 
Compared ;iith !]i?hose of Some Related Esters, 
• 
• 
Acid : 
• 
• 
Phenacyl 
ester 
j^ hioro- : 
e^nacyl t 
ester : 
jg-Br«»ao-
phenacyl 
ester 
Tg^ Xod©- : ^mei^ l-
©^aacyl: p^ aacyl 
ester : ester 
Formio : oil neg neg 74 
i^ etlG : 40 67 ; 86 114 111 
Propionics 69 94 102 
Butyric : oil • 63 81 97 
n-Yaleriej oil 6S 78 63 
ITapfOi© : 71 81 66 
Caprylic : — . 65 77 67 
I^ rie ; 48 70 : 76 •ma — 34 
Stearic x 69 86 : 90 90 t^7' 
Oleic : Oil — .  neg neg 60 
Maleic : 119 «>-««»» • neg 168 
Oxalic : Oil . ; neg neg 166(d) 
Succinic s U3 197 ; 211 208 
Benzoic ; 118 ' I 118 119 126 t 167 
la. Draks aad BroaitslEy, ibid,, S715 (ItSO). 
14 *• 
Of a series of acids studied not one failed to give a 
solid deriTative mlth phenylphenaeyl l)romide« Drake aM 
Sweeaey (14) have extended the series of phaoylpheaaeyl esters 
to insltide all the <jb •*dibasio acids from laaloaie acid to 
sebaoic acid as nell as a large nusiber of other acids not 
preTioasly reports (13)* JudefiM aM Heid (10) discoTered 
that ^ broffiophenaoyl bromide did not react smoothly with di­
basic acids to give esters, however. Bather aM Beid (3) nere 
able to prepare esters of Eucciaic aM glmtaric acids frc«a 
phenacyl broaside. 2hey aade no attempt to prepare esters of 
aay of the other dibasic acids. 
Becently Eelly and Morisaai (16) have used the j^ phenyl-
phenaeyl esters to identify the isomerio bros^ )-, chloro- aM 
iodobenzoie acids, e^ j^ phenylphemcyl esters of the caproic 
acids have been prepared (16) aM fouM satisfactory for identic 
fying all isci^ ric oaproie acids except the n aM iso acids 
in which cases the aMdes i^ ere used. 
A mimber of anilides and substituted amides of the high 
molecular weight aliphatic acids hare been prepared by heating 
eguimolecul^ r quantities of the acid aM the aromtic amine 
o 
for fiTe hours at 2S0 in an evacuated sealed tube (17). Ko 
14. Drake aM Sfieeney, ibid.. 64» 2059 (1932). 
15. lelly aM Morisaal» ibid. , 1^ 2 {1936). 
16. irede aM Hathaas, Ber.. 6717 739 (1934). 
17. De Conao, Gazz. ehiSTTtaXTT 47. I. 93 (1917)Fc.A.. IE. 
1172 (isiiip — - L~ - • —• 
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sjstematie studies of the foratation aM properties of the 
of the high moleoular weight fatty acida^  with the 
i^ ea of finding derivatives having properties useful for 
identification, have been earried out* The aoide used in this 
study fey Bl Coano i^ ere: xayristio, palmitic, stearic, olele, 
araohidic, erueic and linolenio* fhe amines used nere: aniline, 
-^toluidine, a-xylidine, ^hydroxyaniline, t Sr 
phenetidiae, oC "naphthyaaine. ^ -naphthylaalne and phenylene-
diaaine, All of the above mentioned amidee are reported as 
distilling unaltered under a pressure of 10 hm, and the in­
crement of the boiling point in houuslogous series is reported 
to be at least 10®, so that fractional distillation in a 
vacuus should result in a sharp separation of the constituents 
of a mixture of such amides. 
Robertson (18) has prepared a large imaber of substituted 
amides by heating the acid «ith slightly more than the theo~ 
retical quantity of thionyl chloride for one hour at 100-120°, 
and then adding the amine and further heating for one-half hour 
to a sofflse^ hat higher temperature. He presents data for amides, 
anilides, j^ -toluides, jo-toluides, jg-bromoanilides, ^broaio-^ ** 
toluididea, tribrosioanilides , -naphthylajsidea and _^ -brom-
-^naphthylamides, A part of this information is conveyed in 
the follORin^  table. 
18, Bobertson, £. Chem. Soc^ . 115, 1210 (1919). 
X6 "• 
TABLE II. 
Tim Melting Points of the Aiaiaes, Anilldes, jg-foluidides aM 
fribroffloanilides of tiie Norsial Fatty Acids from Acetio to Stearic* 
or 
oarbon atom 
in ehain of 
ml&8 
t 1 1 
Amides 
• % * 
Aailides : ^"iOluidides : Sribrosio-
: : anilides 
; : 
2 82 
5 i 
112 ; 153 ; 2S2 
S 77 
• « 
106 : 126 : 203 
4 116 96 : 76 ; 179 
5 106 
• * 
63 i 74 J — 
6 101 92 ; 7S I 136 
7 96 
: : 
65 : 80 : 134 
8 105 
: : 
55 : 70 : 131 
9 99 
t w 
67 : 84 ! 131 
10 99 
: : 
[ 70 : 78 I 129 
H 99 
• • 
71 I 80 j 129 
IE 100 
* * 
78 : 87 I 126 
IS 100 
: X 
80 : 88 J 
X4 
5 • • 
103 i 84 : 9S : 124 
15 
: : 
16 106 
I t 
89 : 98 ; 124 
J 
17 ; —• 
! i 
• • • J 
18 s 109 ; 94 : 102 : 126 
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From Figure I it is easily seen that the seltin^  ^points 
of the odd and eTen meiribered amides fall on two distinct 
curves, althougii not superimposahle, they rise and fall in the 
same laaaner, fhe initial rise is characterietic only of the 
amides; the substituted aioiQes and the fatty acids themselves 
show a fall in the melting points at the heginning of the 
series* 
130 
4 
o 
110 
•k 
0 
$ 100 
9} h 
® 
§• 90 . 
« 
80 
70 
10 IZ 14 16 18 8 E 4 6 
Kumher of carbon atoms in the acid. 
Even Odd —.«« 
FIGDHE h  ^Comparison of the Melting I-oint Curves of the 
C^ d and £ven Membered amides* 
~ 18 
Fros Figure II it is observed that the melting points 
of the even carbon anilides fall to a sharp minifflaa at the 
o 
fourth member, with a fall of 37 between the aM Cq 
anilideSw Attention is called to the fact that this odd curve 
is, at the beginning, the exact reverse of the odd curve of 
the asides* She factor or factors causing this irregularity 
is acting in the reverse sense in the amide and anilide series 
until its effect is apparently eliminated by soj^  other factor, 
perhaps some function of the molecular weight ishich begins to 
operate higher in the series. 
120 
110 
100 
• 
o 
o 
m 80 
u 
<0 
& 
60 
SO 
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
iKui&ber of carbon atoias in the acid, 
Iven Odd 
Figure II# A Comparison of the Melting Point Curves of the 
Odd and Even Membered Anilides* 
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fb.e Introduction of the methyl Jgara-po-
sition of the anilides causes a fundasiental change in the 
melting point relationship as can be seen from Figure III* 
o 
o 
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0 43 
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& 
» 
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FIGtEvE III. A Comparison of the Melting Point Curves of 
the Odd and Even Membered ^ 'foluidides* 
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'£he rapid initial fall in the melting points in the tri-
broffioaxiilide series is quite noticeable, as can be observed in 
Figure IV  ^and the even and odd member curves are almost co-
ii»:ident» 
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FIGlTtE lY. A Comparison of the Melting? Joint Curves of the 
Odd and Kven Membered fribroaoanilldes. 
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If the initial fall in the melting points is attrihutefi 
to the ©ceater association of the earlier members, this as­
sociation ffiituht he expected to hecoise less for a series of 
ctaapouade like the tribroffloanilides, in which di^ ortho sub­
stitution would tend to prevent molecular association. This 
initial fall then snist be due to sojse other factors* 
In most cases thus far examined the curTes teM to beccie^  
parallel at about the fourteenth raei^ er^  rising sofieiihat less 
rapidly as the Height of the substituent group increases. It 
tiould seem then at this stage the causes of the initial fall 
have been elisiinated^  a»i that some single factor, probably 
the molecular weight, is operative. 
It is noteworthy that in the mono- and dibasic fatty 
acids, the most easily fusible member of all is that containing 
five carbon atoms, and according to stereochemical theory, 
there is in these substances a narked tendency to intramolecular 
collision* 
Bthen and McElvain (19) have prepared the jg-bromoanilides 
of a number of paraffin acids, however, the isost comprehensive 
list of such ^ -broiaoanilides which appears in the literature 
is that reported by Bobertson (18), This list, however, does 
not include the derivatives of isobutyric and isovaleric acids, 
fhe procedure used by E3uhe& and £^ £lvain in the preparation of 
19. iaihen and McElvain, £• ^  Chea# Soc,, 52. 117is {1921). 
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tlie ^ broaoanilides of the acids from acetic to stearic is a 
modification of Roljertsoa's procedure and is as follows: Equi-
molecular quantities of the acid or the sodium salt of the 
acid aM thionyl chloride are heated under reflux for thirty 
minutes* fhe reaction mixture is then cooled aal treated with 
tmo aolee of benzene and warmed 
on a stea®-bath for a fe?s minutes, cooled and washed with water, 
twice with hydrochloric acid, once with &p sodiua hydroxide 
solution and finally vsith water, fhe henzene is res«)ved and 
the ^ broffloanilides crystallized from alcohol, jg-Bromoiso-
butyranilide has been reported by Norton (20)• 
Recently D*Alelio and Reid (21) have prepared a series 
of N-i^ thyl amides of the normal acids from formio to stearic. 
The aelting points of the N-aliyl aaides are compared with the 
corresponding acids, and the curves of the melting points of 
the amides aM acids are found to be stri^ ngJ^  alike. Some 
of the amides are looal anesthetics and possess a peppery taste* 
In connection with the study of li'-methyl amides ,I>*Alelio 
and Heid (22) prepared three series of H-substituted aliphatic 
amides* They prepared the N^ ethanol amides of the normal acids 
from formio to stearic, as well as the N->diethanol and H^ iso-
propanol amides of the higher acids* 
20* Kortoa. Chem. J*. 7. 116 (1886). 
21* D«Alelio~and Keid. Im. Chem* Soc*. 59, 109 (1937). 
22* D»Alelio and Reid, TbilTT WTUTTlgOT* 
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la contrast with the simple amide synthesis is a sug­
gestion that j^ phenylenediamine be used as a reagent for aoid 
deriTati¥es CE2)# She prolucts o"btained are substituted 
benziaiidazole , 
+ RCOOH  ^ t m^ o 
and althoufi^ i the melting point values are, in most cases, 
satiefactory there is difficulty in purifying the products, 
©specially the high molecular weight acid derivatives* 
Recently Pool, Harwood and Ralston (24) have prepared 
all the B-al^ lbenEloildaEolea of the normal aliphatic acids 
containing froa one to eighteen carbon atoms. 2hey found these 
derivatives «ere easily and quickly prepared from small amounts 
of material, and that they crystallised isell and possessed 
sharp melting points* 7Uth the lower &u»mbers of the series 
they found the melting point interval betiiseen adjacent members 
to be large «ith a considerable depression in the melting point 
of mixtures of adjacent members. For the acids above lauric, 
however, the H-alkylbenaimidaaoles did not serve as a very 
good means of distinguishing these acids from one another as 
the melting points lay closely together. 
ES. SeSa and SiUler. Monatsh, 1)7, 97 (1931); (b) Oeorg, H^ bsch 
and PoUak, ibia>» ba, im (1933). 
£4. Pool, Har«iO<^  and RalsTon, jJ. Am. Chem. Soc.. 59, 178 (19^ 7). 
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In the hope of secuxing a simple and reliable method for 
separating and identifying the high ojolecular vseight fatty 
acidSf Brauns (25) prepared the menthol esters and the phenyl-
hydrazine derivatives of lauric, B^ ristic, palaitio, stearic 
and arachidic acids* ¥e&ely ami Haas (26) in attempting to 
find eompouMs of the high molecular weight fatty acids which 
would shois large variations in physical constants, such as the 
melting points, condensed the acids with various hydrazines 
such as phenyl, ^-naphthyl ()» •<- > ^ «*aiethylpheayl 
diphenyl * phenyl-jg-tolyl 
(CHaCjH^ IBgHgtKg). 2.4-xylylphenyX 
aM diphenylmethane-di-methyldihydrazine 
Hone of these derivatives proved satisfactory for the purpose 
of identification, 
Gerezo and Olay (27) found that 2,4-dinitropheEQrlhydrazine 
reacts readily with a large number of aono- and dibasic acids 
in the presence of 5N sulphuric acid to for® the hydrazide 
derivatives. With the hi^  laolecular weight acids^  however» 
it was necessary to use the acid chloride in benzene and reflux 
for a short time* These derivatives have sufficiently hi^  
melting points and are easily prepared, but like the other 
Brauas, Aau Cheau Sqc». 42, 1478 (19E0). _ 
26# Tesely and ^ aae. criem* Listy> 21, 351 (1927)10.A., 22, 
58 (1928)] • 
27* Cerezo and 01ay« Anales soc* espaH^  fis* quIji*. 32, 1090 
iwm* 
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hydrazine derivatives they are not entirely satisfactory for 
a quantitative identification of acids due to the siaall 
difference in the melting points of adjacent acids, am the 
very small depression of mixed melting points, 
Thionylaniline (28) has been used as a reagent for the 
characterization of some acids in the form of anilides. It 
reacts with the acids to give anilides and sulphur dioxide* 
GgHgNSO + RCOOH >CgHg!3HC0R + SOg. 
fhe saturated fatty acids give good yields, but the ethylenic 
acids give very poor yields. The aromatic acids react to 
give highly colored materials» while some of the dibasic acids 
give the diaailides. 
Hardy (29) has suggested the use of anilinomagnesium 
bromide for the identification of acids in the form of the 
anilides. 
HHHg + R'Mgl >E14H2igX <f R^ H 
2a»iligX + >R"C(0il6X) (lliB)^  > 
B"COmR 4- RKH + EQMg^ , 
This reagent has been proposed as being particularly valuable 
when used in conjunction »ith the separation of acid mixtures 
by fractional distillation of the corresponding methyl or 
23* Carr^  and Idbermann* ^ tll. soc. ehim., 5^ . 293 (1933). 
29. Hardy, J. Chem. Soc.. ;698 (ISS^ S). 
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other eaters. 
Ithylenediamine when boiled vsith the ethyl estere of 
the normal fatty acids gives the fiiamides (SO). These de­
rivatives of lauric, myristic, palmitic and stearic acids 
have rather high melting points but do not shoe a sufficiently 
wide difference in melting points of adjacent Q^ iabers, fhe 
lalxed melting points show only a slight depression* 
The phenetides, previously prepared by heating the acid 
with the amine in a sealed tube (17) have also been prepared 
by coupling the acid chloride with either o- or ^ -pheaetidii^  
in acetone in the presence of anhydrous sodium carbonate (Sl}« 
fhe use of ^ -aminoasiobenzene (!dZ) has been attempted as 
a iseans of separating and identifying the high molecular 
©eight unsaturated fatty acids. 5?he acid chlorides are Mxed 
®ith double the amount of ^ aminoazobenzene in soaae dry sol­
vent to give the solid aainoaao compounds, which are separated 
by fractional crystallization from methyl alcohol containing 
increasing amounts of water. 
fhe higher saturated or unsaturated fatty acids when 
treated with aromatic carboxylic acids, or their substituted 
products, which contain a primary or secondary amino group 
30* a?uclcer_ £. A®. Chem* Soc., 57. 1989 (19iJ5)* 
31* Birosei ahdHuang, Philippines Natural and applied 3c i* 
Bull*, S, 1 (19SS)|C*I:; 27, 5725 {19^ 1^1. 
32* Iscker, liSlv. Chlm. SS* ^ (1929). 
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give derivatives which are useful in the form of their fsater-
solttble salts, as wetting, dispersion aM equalizing agents 
in the textile iowiustry (33), 
Aooording to ftohertson (18) the melting points of the 
substituted anilides are higher than the unaubstltuted 
anilides, and the jgara-substituted compouMs melt higher than 
the ortho^ substituted derivatives, These facts suggested to 
EUaira and Kihayashi (34) the use of jg-xenylamine as a reagent 
for the identification of fatty acids. Shese derivatives can 
be prepared by heating the acids and the amine together in a 
sealed tube, or by heating the amine and the acid chlorides 
to 100-150® for a few hours (35). The ^ -xenylamidee are 
microsoopio plates or needles of high melting points, being 
from 34-61° higher melting than the corresponding ^ -pheii^ l-
pheaaoyl esters. 
Donleavy (36) has used S-benzyl thiouroniim chloride 
for the isolation and identification of organic acids, fhe 
reagent is prepared by the action of benzyl chloride on thio­
urea, to which the following structure has been assigned by 
33. I. G, Farbenind. G. Ger. pat. 548,816, May 27, 1930 
[£.A., 26, 4184 (1932)1. 
34. SlaSra anT^ lhayashi, Ber., 6§B, 2028 (1935). 
35. See page 53 this thesis. 
36. DonleaTy, £. Am. Chea. Soc.. 58. 1004 (1936). 
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Lecher and co-irorlj:ers (37) 
mz 
Kil 2 
A large number of salts have been prepared all giving 
well-defined physical properties, however, the high moleculaaf 
aeight fatty acid salts do not exhibit a very wide range in 
melting points. The statement is made that the use of mixed 
melting points obviates this difficulty as shown by actual ex­
periments* 
Pollard and co-workers (28) have prepared the piperazin® 
salts of a large number of organic acids and they have suggested 
their use as a means of identifying acids. These salts appear 
to be easily prepared and purified, they crystallise well and 
sielt at convenient temperatures. Mixed melting points show a 
large depression. 
fhe sonoureides (39) of the hi^ e^r weight fatty acids 
have high melting points and have been reported as well suited 
for molecular weight determination. They can be prepared from 
the esters Bith urea in the presence of sodium ethylate to 
Lecher at^  Heuclc, Ann. , 438, 169 (1924); (b) X^ cher, et al» 
ibid.. 445, 35 
38. lolHra anSTAdelsoa, J* Am. Ckem. So©., 66. 150 {1934 )i 
(b) Pollard, Melsc® HBT miST lintr., W, 1769 (1934). 
39. Steadal^  Gc^ t. rend., 196. 183^  TI5SS). 
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which a few cubic ceatimeters of pyridine Is aMed, The 
pyridine appears to be necessary to insure a successful re­
action, fh« stearyl derivative has been prepared frcan the 
acid chloride and moaosodiuia urea (40). Ihe same derivatives 
laay be prepared by refluxing the acid chlorides aad urea in 
pyridine{41). 2he thioureides have been prepared from the 
acid chlorides and thiourea in pyridine (42). 
In attempting to obtain derivatives of fats which 
crystallize well and have melting points hii;her than the acids, 
Morelli (43) studied the action of hydroxylaaine on fats. He 
prepared etearohydroxamic acid from tristearin and hydroocyl-
amine. 
Deniges (44) found that cholesterol dissolves readily 
on heating in acetic acid and forms a compound in which one 
laole of acetic acid replaces water in the hydrated cholesterol. 
Siiailar compounds are forjned with hoaaologs of acetic acid and 
if the test is laade under the microscope the characteristic 
crystals which form on evaporation may serve to identify the 
acid. 
40. Jacobson, £. Am. Chea. Soc.. 58. 1984 (1936). 
41. See page 50 tHTs thesis. 
4£. See page 52 this thesis. 
43. Morelli. Atti Accad. LinceifsV. 17. II. 74 (1908)rc.A.. S. 
1867 (ITOJ^ ;^  — 
44. Deniges^  Coapt. rend.. 196. 1604 (1932). 
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A eolorimetric test (46) has been proposed for the 
identlfioatiofi of the volatile fatty acids ahich iQVOlvse the 
solubility of metallic salts in various organic solvents, 
fhe salts of iron and copper have been used most suooessfuHy* 
'£he detection of acids anad their derivatives in the 
form of anhydrides, esters and halides by means of spot tests 
have been suggested (46)« 
By no means have all the fatty acid derivatives been 
mentioned in this discussion, but only those derivatives which 
have been used successfully, or which have possibilities as 
being satisfactory, for the purpose of identification# 
The derivative selected should have physical and chemical 
properties which Rill enable, as far as possible, an absolute 
differentation between the possibilities, and should be pre­
pared by a general reaction which under similar conditions 
TBill yield definite derivatives with other possibilities* 
Solid derivatives are to be preferred because of the ease of 
loanipulation of siaall quantities in the preparation and 
purification. 
45. Dyer, J. Biol. Chem., £8, 446 (1917). 
46. Feigl,"Anger and Frehdefi, Mikrocheatie. 15, 9 (19S4). 
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fhe fatty aoids employed in this study were all the 
©• p« variety obtained froBi Eaetoan Kodak Company, except the 
stearic acid which was obtained from Armour and Compare, fhe 
purity of the solid aoids was determined by cryetalliEing 
them to the correct melting point; the liq,uid acids were 
distilled. 
All the melting point determinations were made by the 
capillary tube method in an oil-bath which was stirred by 
ma^  of a mechanical stirrer. The same theris0£i^ ter V&B used 
for aH melting points and was standardized from time to ti»e, 
il siting points are uncorrected. 
The compoimds containing nitrogen were analyzed by the 
mioro-DuiBas method. 411 carbon and hydrogen analyses were by 
the 8emi~raicro method. 
The object of this series of derivati"ves has been to 
place on record the properties of several derivatives of acids^  
especially for lauric, myristic^  palmitic and stearic acids, 
which laay be of service to anyone wishing to identify these 
acids. 
The acid chlorides used in this study isere prepared in 
the following laanner unless otherwise stated, i'he acid was 
placed in a three-necked flask ectuipped with a mercury-sealed 
stirrer, condenser and dropping funnel. The flask was heated 
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&% 70-80® mhllm slightly more than a ffloleeular e^ iraleat of 
thiosyl Qlilc^ ide waa sloiily added, ihea all the thioti^ l 
uhleride had l>e«a added the reaetioh mi:st&re was heated tow 
tm& hours at 90-100®. 2?he eo&tents of the flask were thea 
trai^ ferred to a distillii:^  fJasS: azid the exoess ^ ioe^ l 
ohlofide was rested hy sieaiis of a water pui&i^  whi3^  the re-
aotiofi mixture mm slowly heated to 1^ -B0Q^ « fhe aoid 
ehloride was then distilled uMer reduoed pressure* IquaUy 
as goc^  results were obtained whe^  the aoid ohlorides were 
isot distilled. In ^ sparing oleyl ohloride the same pro-
oedure was followed, eacoept the thio^ yl ohloride was first 
p^ ified by distiHiiig it fr^ a liasseed oil to rmmre aay free 
chloriae whioh Bight be present* 
e^^ €tfatioa of K-Lanryl-^  S-B^ istyl-, K-Balaityl-. li-Stearyl-
and H-Qleyloarbai50le«, • 
COH 
!^ ese reaetioiis were carried oat in a sssaH flask at-
e^hed to a reflux ooodenser whioh was fitted with a ealoiom 
ohloride ti2be« 1?o 1»&? g, (0«01 mole) of earbazole was added 
0*01 mele of the aoid chloride* !^ e reaction miis^ ire was 
heated on an oil-bath at 100-150® until the evolution of 
h^ rogen chloride had ceased „ usually an h£»a' or Icmger* Ihe 
blacic residue which is soluble in all the ordinary organic 
solTents was crystallised from alcohol« to which decolorizing 
charcoal he»a been added. S^ he l^ palMtyl derivative has bees 
reportei (47)^  but was ]^ ©par©d in this stiifty for a six^  
aeltlng polat deterMnation Blth the adjaoeat mei^ ers* 
2he K*-aeyl«arbe2ol8 derivatives can b© prepared directly 
from earbazole aM th© aoid chlorides in good yields of rela-
tively p«r© products, fhis is contrary to stateaient of 
OoplsarjQffiF (47) ifiio states that ia order to prepare the K-
aoyloarbiusola derivatives in good yields it is necessary to 
ess^ oy potassium carba£:>ole %ith the aoid chlorides* 'Bie 
I^fflityloarbazole is reported (4?) as meltii^  at 30*91*^ » It 
i?aB fouM that after repeated oryBtallisatiozia from ve^ l<ms 
solvents the palmityl derivative could aever be M^ e to melt 
higher than Q&^ » 
fhe oleic aeld derivative prepared ixi the above manner 
was an oil and could not be made to crystalli2€u 
the K«acylcarbaaolo derivatives are reflux^  for 
a few aifiutes iu m alcc^ olio solution of hydrogen ei^ oride, 
carbasole ai^  the fatty acids are obtained* 
!She iQixed writing poini.8 as sho»n in eolum three in 
Tab:u III . are the seltlne point of a ^ 3^  Mxture miWi, the 
neict hi^ er 
47. Gopisaroii, Ohm* Soo»> 316 (1918)« 
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mBiM III* 
iifopsrties aaS ibsalyses of th« K«4«yleffirl}as<^ es« 
I ' 1 Sk»p* f 
CcispcRiM points witli mx% s* 
I iMete. 
iSETTirr 
oerNgQlit I 
iF®Hs^ !ESr 
ottrlHBjsdle : 
oar^ fi^ ole t 
iCalM.sl^ iaa&i 
't TleM 
78^ 7t® $ 68-fa® ? 4«01 $3*19$ 
81-82* 7a>>78^  s 3,71 s a^ eai 
8&»8e 0 75-78* 
I : I 
: 3«46 ; 3#l 
91*«9£ o 
i s I 
t g»23 s &^S9t 
BrewatioB of li*l«m'yl-. H'"Igyrlats'l*> H-PalMtyl'-* K-Stearyl^  
C{B 
f&ese deirlTatives neire prepared in a m»i»»r similar to 
tlioae of oar1»asole {48}« fo Q«9t g* {0*006 fflole} of 
tM-aslne^  in a smll flasl; attao^ bed to a reflex ooMeaserp vas 
M&4. 0«00S aolo of the aeid oiOorida# TM reaction Mxtoe 
tRss 3loated on an oil-)»ath at 100«130^  imtil tiie reaotion was 
eos^ late, as nas eTidanoed hj tlsia oassati^  of i^ rogt® 
oiilorlda* furifioation of tlia darfe solid aass nas offeo ted 
ersrstalllzing frm aleohol to nMcOi daeolori£ing oiiarooal 
wm addf^ * ooo^ pOQiids orystallize frm ale^ ol to giva 
e^llo» naadlas« H-oleylph«notliia2lne pro¥ed to ^ a an oil. 
f&e propertias of theea derivatives are siismarisied in fable I?. 
43« See page this thesis. 
-"MMM !?• 
Properties aod -yaaXyses of t&« S^ Asylptoeae^ iazlaes# 
t 1 mxe^  m«p* s Aaax* ^  a : 
sllsXtiiis point} witii next t ' { ' sTleld 
I tHiciier hmolx^ RiGeLke&mtlma&t 
L^sxat^ X* t 
70® 
t 
: 64-67® 
t S • 
1 S*§8 5 r^nml 7^  
B-^ rieiyi-- ; 
p^ ieaot&ic@l^ $ 7S® 
% 
I 65-68® 
t t t  ^
1 t 78^  
0 
@0 
• 
* 
« 76^ 7$® 5 ; a*§os fm> 
ssstearyi- t 
pl^ aotbiaisiiiiat 
o 
m 
• 
• 
s 
%  ^ S -
s MX z S»30s 70^  
BfOi^ atim of l|»Xi8iQryX-*« S-Msrriatyl-. l^ *yalait^ l-» S-StaaryX** 
ms& B->01eyl*g-tel:ii«iieiialfoiiaBide, )SQgieC0B» 
Wm@@ derivatiTes were prepared by iieating 0*35 g* (0»Q0S 
i^ Xe) of ^ toIueaeBulfo^ amide ^ nitb 0«OQ5 :iK)Xe of tiie appropriate 
i^ ld ebloride fG« tno lumrs oit an oll-batb at 100«1£S^ « me 
iblaok solid residue wliieh foriss on oooling^  «as erystallized 
frtm alo^ ol eoatainliig a Xittle deoolorlziog ohareoaX* fliese 
eoiapouisds are roMiXy prepared aa& easily purified; only t»o 
ear tliree orystaXXlaatlons beijog aeoessary for ptxrifieatloii« 
oXeyX derlTatiirej, as l& tlie oaee of tlie oartiazoXe asd plieao* 
ULimlm derlTatlTaa,^  ytm6& to !)e an oil. fable ¥ giveB a 
suaiaary of tM properties of t^ iese derlTatiTes* 
36 
MIS Y, 
Bro]^ xtles ant of the £kjjeyl-jg;-tdlti8aesulfO£^ jaii4ee« 
s 
Cos^ smud sMelting point; 
S 1 
t MIsed ffi*p« s  ^^ s 
with next ; 't ' —sYield 
higher haffi&10£$Cal6d»tFotiQds 
B<»iaaryi«* s  ^
jg»t@liie^ - ! 8S-84 
snlfoe^ plde : 
e $ » 
70-?g® ; 3*97 ; 4.06j S# 
t : s 
H-i^ istyi?- s 
^^ Inene* j 89-90® 
snlfoiisyQide ; 
{ 7&-78® s 3*68 s 3^ 77s 6^  
I  t i t  
i |i-to3UieBe*» s 93-94® 
sulfonamide s 
* * s 
83-85® I a.4E s 3.49s 6^  
: 1 s 
lf-«teai^ at.~ s « s 5 3 8 
s 90»99® J t g»20 s 3*36! $0^  
s t i l f « » ^ « l d e  I  t  S I S  
£reparatl<8i of the p-Bienylsheimeyl latere of laiirie. Ulyrlatle 
I'slattie ana Stearic Aei&s> ^  V \C0CEU0GGB« 
fheee derlvatiTes were ^ afepared aeoordlii^  to the pro* 
e^ ttre et&spteS l>ralEe and BronitslQr {W)m  ^0«005 jaoXe of 
the aeld was added & ee« of water in a sw&ll flask aM then 
0«00SS Jiole of sodluin earbonate was added* f& thia Mxtttre 
was added lO oe« of alcohol sM 0»Q06 siole of ^ phen^ lpheimes'l 
bri^ de aM the cuixture was then reflixxed for one hcmr*. »hen 
reaetlon olstture was allowed to cool^  shiny plates separated. 
In every ease two erystaliiKations of the om^ e ester proved 
suffieient to yield a substance whose iMlting point did not 
ehange on further orystalli^ atione. 
l^^ enylphenaoyl esters of laurie, stearic aud oleic 
acids have been reported (IS)# but the lanric and stearie 
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Serlvativds veim prepared in tliis st«.dy for eo^ parlsim* !£lie 
ester of stearic aoid is repco'ted (XS) ae 
i^tiag at 91^ ir J^ ie^ ver, it eas fo^ M tliat tJb^  stearie aoid 
SerivatiTe aei^ i^ally laelts at 97®-# 
Thme derivatives are quioMy prepares direotly trm. 
tlia ai^ i€ai t^ j ory^ staXXize «elX aM have s^ rp sieXtiag 
points* file mixed melti^  points ^ iacm a depreaaioa ^  from 
five to ei^ t €e|^ ees« 
fiBIiS ?I, 
Broperties aM Amlyses of the Iteters 
of laiirie^  Myristio, PaXmitio^  ^Steario and OXaie i^ ids* 
'•r 
* s Mixed sup« ^ i AmXrn i> C asd M t 
isid ;lieXtiBgtiiitli mxt % Qa3t^ m 1 i^drogea sTieXd 
t 
t 
point * 
s 
liiglicr s 1 s; s 
hoiaoXog :CaXed»:F{siad sCaXed.sJl^Jiad 
1 
• 
» 
XtiKarie 
t 
t 8S® 
s 
t 75-78® 
{ s $ : 
8 S J S 
t 
t 9Zf 
SIsrristif 
* 
«> 
IS 90^ 
% 
I ^8§® 
I S ! S 
t 79*62J 79»80i 9»00 s 9*X0 
$ 
« 
• mp 
s 
^aXBdtloi 94® 
I 
» 8§-^® 
S I t z 
I aO,£K)s soass 9.3X s 9.4s 
s 
* 91^ 
Steario 
1 
1 9f° 
f 
• 
# 
s s t s 
: 30*333 SO*SO: 9»&S : 9«70 
s 
« 93^ 
OXeia 
s 
s 60® 
t 
1 
t t t I 
t i l t  
1 
s 
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Brepafatloa of the g^ HttgoaBiXides of Laurlo^  ^ letic. 
a^lmltle aaS Stearie Aoid8« mg( m^iOlu 
e^se derivatives were prepared aoeording to the pro­
cedure adopted hy Bkhen atid McEXvaia (19) for the prej^ atloii 
of the ^ br«»iioaailides* The aeld (0*01 m>Xe) thiosrl 
ehloride (0«01 MoXe) «ere refXuxed for oise h(mr*060Xei elightX^ r 
a&d t&ea j-MtrosioiXiiie^  which h^  heea dissolved in &0 ce« 
of hemeaeg «&s add^ * i*he mixture was agaia refXoxed for 
oae hoiir» After oooXiti^  ^the mixture wm potired iato a 
eeparattsrjr futuaeX^  cashed with dilute hydroehXorie e^ id^  
then mitii a ^  sodiuiB h^ drc^ ide solution and fitmll^  with 
water* fhe heozem «as removed and the j^ aitroaaiXides were 
orystaXXi2;ed from aloohol. 
TABLE VII. 
Properties and AoaXyses of the ^ Sltroa&ilides of 
lauriet PaXi&itie aod Steario Aside* 
Aoid 
s t Mixe^  »»p» 
;£Uilting point: with next 
: s hii^ er h^ isboilo 
s Atml*. •'irt'- £ 
Yield 
 ^ 2 i%:CaXM«s fomiA 
« 
• 
Xettrio 
i 
t 78® 
s 
• 
« 75-78® 
I ? 
! 9^ 27 s 9M 
t 
t 6^  
l^ istie 
t 
X 84® 
s 
« 
« 84-86® 
I $ 
: 8*05 J 3,08 
t 
t 69^  
i^ lllBitiQ 
I 
• 
« 
fgO 
i 
« 
* 88-91^  
s s 
J fm8Z t 7*79 
S 
• e 70^  
Steario 
s 
t 
o 
96 
t 
s 
I t 
t 6*93 s 7^ 00 
I 
• 
• 70^  
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iTeparation of H-Jjaurvl-. S^ Palmltyl-. K-Steeucyl« 
aM M-Oleylsaocharta. CXg^  KCOR • 
®li«a saecharin is dissolved in a water solution of 
C^O 
a^iuffi i^roQtide tibere is forsied the sodium salt, I 
fo a suspttodsiion of 2«06 g* (0.01 mole) of tbe sodium salt 
ijQ GO. of dry ehlorofom or benzene was added 0*01 ioiole 
of til® aeid shloride* !i!lLis fixture was refluxed for l^ee 
)mi3CB aad filtered iiot. After reaoval of a part of the 
solYent a white solid separated which was erystallized fro® 
aleohol to a eoiistant uniting point* 
fhe lai2ric aoid derivative is sli^tly sweet but the 
agrristiOy ]^lmitio and stearic acid derivatives are not 
sweet* The lower lioleoular weight fatty aeid derivatives 
mi^t approaeh that of sacoharin in sweetness* 
All at^ p^ts to prepare the oXeia aoid derivative 
yielded only an oil whloh would not orystallize* 
A saa^ iary of the properties of these derivatives can 
be foui^  in fable VIII, 
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mi. 
Properties aiKl Analyses of tlie M»Lattryl-, Ii-%ristyl-, 
S'-Palmityl-' and H*Stearyls£b&dliarla* 
C(»^»ouQd 
s 
si 
t 
i Mixed awp. s inal. ^  H s 
lilting point: wito next t » tYield 
:higher hOffiOlO£sCalod*£fou^: 
H-ijauryl» 
Bm&haxin 
1 
1 8S»89® 
• 
s 7S-78® 
s t : , 
: a*84 t 3«81s 60^ 
K»i^ristyl« 
aescharin 
« 
m 
• 
9 tO-91® 
* o t 80-84" I s ^•64^ 76^ 
sr-paimitylf-
saocharin 
s 
$ SO® • o : 84-37 
1 S I 
i { 3#49$ si^}^ 
i^-iiiearyi.* 
asvccharin 
I 
t 95® 
s 
• 
« t 3*12 : S.E7J 82^ 
Bre^ ratitm of ttte 2^ 4*Dinitgoi^ pylhydragides of Imixle, 
IgrrlstiQ. Palfflltie, Steaarie aM Oleie Aalds. 
HO^  
fhese derivatives were prepared aceordiog to the i^ thod 
used >»y Cereao ajod Olay (27) in preparing the 2,4«diiiitro-
phenylhydraaides of some lower weight fatty acids. In a 
sinall flask^  equipped isith a reflux coadenser, mm placed 
B«3 g* (0*01 m^ le) of ^ f4^ initroph6nylhy4rai&iiie« 0*01 jmole 
of tfee acid ehloride aad ZQ eo. of dry l)eimene«, mis oix^ re 
mm refills^  for fifteen mimtes and on oooling a siass of fine 
yellon oeedles separated* i'hese were r€»»oved by filtering 
and were then erystaliijsed from alcohol to give a spOD^ r ffiass 
of fine yells® needles. 
fhe Btearyl derivative has heea reported and its melting 
point is listed at 120® (27). Since the stearyl derivative 
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has a ratlier laeltitig point it «as thought that perhaps 
this would serve as a good derivative for identifyiag the 
hi^  2sol«eular weight fatty eoids# The laurie, ayristie 
and paiffiitie i^ id derivatives «ere prepared; the stearyl 
derivative was prepared for comparisoa. 
The oleyl derivative i«as a red viscous oil iihlch »ould 
not crystallize. 
Mis; IX, 
B:op«rtie8 mn^  Analyses of the £,4-Diiiitropheijylhydrasides 
of ii^ irio, Igyristic, Palaitio and Stearic 4eids» 
: s 
sMeltii^  polats 
J, si 
mxeA iB«p. 
191 th £feext 
higher homlo 
: Akial. ^  K 9 «» 
Yield I ' "  '  I  1 . 1  
g$Calod«: fouj3d * 
Laurie 
t 
• 
* 
« 
UO-lll® I 96-lOE® 
J : 
sl4*74 :14,67 
s 
«-
« 60^  
Myrlstl® 
I 
• 
# 118® I 110-113^  
J : • « 
t. 
s^mLtlQ 
s 
« 
• 
o * 120* m ! UE-llS® 
j s 
J12*8© S1E*7S 
t 
"5 7^  
Stearic 
t 
• 
« 
o  ^12S° 
s s 
« * 
• ^ 
• 
• 
s 7Sf 
Preparatioo of li-Laaryl*. S-i^ l8tyl->> !g-'PaliBityl«' atjd 
teagyl-2->al tr o-i>* toimdlae. HgC<^ KHCOa» 
To 6* {0*005 fflole) of £-nitro«jg;-toluidine^  la a 
ss^ ll flask equipped «ith a reflux eoodenser, naB added 0*005 
ffiole of the acid chloride, fhie mixture mm heated oa aa oil-
hath for three hours at 100-150®, On ccHaling a yello® solid 
formed which was purified hy crystallizing from alcohol to 
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a yellow aiass of jellcm crystals# 
l^ operties of these ecsapoiuids are 1b 
©able X. 
'SAMm X» 
Bfopertles eM Analyses of l^ lieairyi-, |g»l|yrlBtyl-, 
H-Baliaityli* aiid S-Stearyl-^ -nitro-^ toliadlii©* 
Compound 
s * 
! Melting point: 
I tl 
mxed i^ p* s iJiaa^  ^  if s 
with next 8" "t tYleM 
hififc^ r hosiOlOKsCal0d»:f^ iaadi 
i^ iiasiryi!-
E-altoo-jg^  
toluidii^  
0 
• 
s 
{ 
SS-63® 
• 
• 
• 
* 
t 
58-60® 
' S s . 
s 8«as : 83  ^
J 1 s 
»-^ i^atyi-
E-aitr©-^  
toluidine 
t 
5 
• 
• 
73-74® 
• ' 
«. 
t 
t 
66»68® 
s 5 2, 
! 7.73 1 7«S2s 8£^  
I S 8 
B-aitro*®-
toXmidlAe 
« 
# 
t 
• 
• 
78-7f® 
s 
s 
s 
72-74® ! 7.18 5 7.26s 8C^  
* e • 
• ' e ». 
]i"istearyl,'» 
S-aitro-^  
tol^ ldi^  
* 
S 
9 
¥. .. . 
86® 
• «t 
* • 
: 
• • • .J 
: 6.70 : 6*90s 7^  
• « « 
# « «' 
Bfeparatioa of tb© p--fo3y^ lffiereurie Salts of liaiiria. Myristie» 
laJMtle. Staarle e«d Qleie AoMe. GH^ C^ E^ HgOCOR. 
la preparljag these fierivatlTes 1«9 e» {O.OOS raole) of 
4i-|^tolyls©roury^ 0*005 imsle of the acid ana 10 ce« of 
^b&olxite i^ohoX »ere heated in sealed tubes for five hcmrs 
at J3§^X4t3% After eoollJQ^, the tubes were opened and the 
contents eryataHised frcm aleoi^oX to give fioe white crystals. 
Since sealed tube reaotiesis are sot too satisfaetory, 
it was deoided to try these reaetiof^ in a hi^ boiling 
8olirent« 
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WMa a mixture of 1«9 g# aole) of 4i-j^toiyl-
m&tQwej^  Q«00a mlQ ot the acid ani. ZQ g«« of vas 
reflu:^  fc^  ei^ t hckors tiHere reeuXteS white eryetaXIin# 
ecsBponnaa whieh proved to be the saiae as those obtaii^ 
frm. the sealed tuhe reaotions. me yields obtained hy re* 
fluxing in xylene were muoh better than the yieMs frcffli the 
sealed tube reaetiomi* 
fhese deriratives when heated with hydrochloric acid 
give toluene, iiereurio ohloride end the fatty ^ids* 
fhe toluene was nitrated to give 2^4-dinitrotoluene 
whieh was Identified ^jy the melting point and mixed sreltiag 
point with an authentic smple* flie aerourie ohloride sae 
orystalliaed from hot fsater BM identified hy means of the 
sieltii^  point# !2he aeid was ory&talli^ ed from aoetone and 
identified hy a miii^  melting point deterioiination «ith an 
authentic speoijEnen* 
'i^e oleie aoid derivative when prepared in the ab<^e 
^nner nas a viseous oil fihich would not eryatallis^e» 
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3S1* 
Properties aM Ati&Jjrses of T^olylmrewete Salts 
of X&m'lOg %ristlo^  S'alfflitlo aM Stearic ^ ids* 
iysld 
t t l^ sced ia.p« $ Aaal» ^  ^  
jMeltla^  poiat: with aext t '"'' './ "' ' 
i sMidier li£^ Xi^ sQaXsa*l F(mM 
t 
•1 TieM 
0 
lanrlo 
t 
t 92-94® 
• * 
• 
_ 5 S 
QO^ Sr s40»76 :40»40 
W" ' ' * ' 
; &S^  
Biiriatie 
t 
• 
*.. 
9M6® 
lawMM 
•> 
• 
• 
-V * 
84-^ ® :S8»§6 :Sa*20 1 6^  
mimtiQ 
s 
• 
o 
99 
! 
t 
_ s t 
8&^ 9a^  s36*70 sSe*E? 
• 
s 
steario 
1 
3 lli2«.103° 
i 0 m tUm^l $M»40 
i 
i 
Bra^ tratioii of tito ^ a^ylmercurii! 3alta of l«aario. rristle. 
I'^ ilMtie, Stejgle sM OXele Aoids. CgHgH^ CQS, 
fit# ffifitliod at first to j^ repare tbese ecsnpoui^ s 
mm slmlXar ^  t&e mthod USQ& to propare p&osyXsieroisrlo 
aetata {4f)« A suture of 0*01 raole of ^ a aoid^  £«X ^  
(0*01 ffiola) of ^ eXXo«i isarourlo oxlda and ZQ eo» of banzaiia 
miB raflmed fear five lionrs* islxturo nas oooXed aod 
filtered aM tiis jello» rosidue i>aa orystalXised frost aloc^ ol* 
prMttcts obtaiaed by this procedure couM aot be erystaX-
llEad to a ooQstaat joeltlc^  polat« Thej were ao 4oabt a 
ai^ tmre of Miao-> aiRl dimerouratad products. 
2ii© same procedure was t&ea i^ opted as that used la 
prapariag tlie jg»tolylffi8re«rlc salts CSO), A mixtmre of 1,77 g. 
49. tr»S» pat, 1^ 879 »206}[c»A.. 2?, SOS (iSSSn# 
Sea page 42 tMs tMaXsT 
• 45 • 
CO»OOS ®oie) of diph«oyliae3fcury, 0«005 sole ©f the sold aM 
E& ee. of :i^ lene was refliaxed for five hmra* fh© aixture 
mm filter^  imt aM the aeyleae was r^ raoved to give a whit© 
sislid nhidh was erystallizefi from aleehoX* 
When a mixture of 1.77 g, (0*005 aole) of diphenyl-
jBiereury, 0*00s aol® of oleic i^ id and 25 co. of xylene was 
refliixed for five hours there resulted a viscous oil «hieh 
«ouM not erystalliaie* 
Boiling hydroohlori© acid chafes these ©osapounds to 
i^ rourio ohloride, hensene and the aoid* fhe beases^  nas 
identified by preparing ^ -dinitrobenzen© and taking a mixed 
melting point with a known sample* !13je mereurie ohl^ id® was 
subH^ d and identified by the iselting point. She fatty aoid 
was identified by means of a mixed melting point witai an 
aai^ entio apeeimen* 
Shei^ lis^ ourio i^ riEtate (CgEyigOCtKJ^ Hgy) has been 
repeated (Sl)» S3U.S eo^ emnd was prepared by heating to lEO^  
a mixture of j^ ietle sueid and dipheii^ ylsterotory in aleohc^ * 
fhe properties of these eompounds are sujmiarised in 
fable XIU 
SI, Otto, J. grakt. Chem*. 1, 135 (1870)* 
MP 0^ 
a?ABLIi XII» 
I^ roperties and Analyses of the Phenylsereuric Salts 
of Xaurlc, Myristlc, Palmitic and Stearic iioids. 
« 
• 
Acid ;Melting point 
* 
• 
Mixed m«p« 
with next 
higher homolOR 
Anal, 'p Hg 
• 
Qalcd,:Found 
Yield 
I^ uric 82° 68-72° 
« 
41*96 •41»50 50^  
5 0 
11^  is tic : 86 o 75-78 S9.63 5 39.30 50^  
Palmitic : 93 80-85® 
» 
37.66 s37,50 605^ ! 
« 
Stearic : 95® 35.78 :35.40 71^  
The ^ -tolylmercuric and piienylmercurlc salts ^ ere 
analysed for mercury by a gravimetric method, fhe following 
procedure was used uhich is a mcKiification of that found in 
Scott (52)* 
A sample consisting of 0,1 to 0.2 of dried material 
mas placed in a small tube. This was sealed in a Carius tube 
together iBith 2 to 4 cc, of fuming nitric acid as in tlie 
Carius analysis of halogens. Ihe tubea were heated over a 
three hour period to 275-^ 0° and kept at this temperature for 
eight hours* after cooling, the tubes were opened and the 
contents ^ ere washed into a 500 cc. flask. The volume at this 
point was ISO-EOO cc. A 10^  solution of sodium hydroxide was 
carefully added until the mixture was u^st neutral to litmus 
l)2» Scott, "Standard Methods of Chemical Analysis,D« ¥an 
Nostrand Co*, Inc., Ke® Tori:, 1925, 4th. ed.. Vol. I, 
p. 312b, 
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or very slightly alkaline, a 2 g. portion of solid sodiiim 
cyanide isas then added, fhe contents were then saturated 
aith hydrogen sulfide until all the isercury had been pre­
cipitated* Folloising this a 15-20 g. portion of anffioniuia 
acetate «as added. The voluiae at this point was from 200-
SOO ce. The solution ?sas then boiled until one-third to one-
half of the solvent had been evaporated* A t;:ooch crucible 
was prepared and washed with water, alcohol and a saall portion 
of carbon disulfide and then dried for one hour at 110°. 
Jifter vieighing the empty prepared crucible the mercuric sulfide 
'Bas filtered and washed -Kith water followed by alcohol and 
carbon disulfide as before, l^ he crucible containing the 
laercuric sulfide was dried for one hour at 110° and then 
weighed. 2?he percent of mercury was calculated from the 
wei^ t of mercuric sulfide found. 
3?reparation of friphenyllead Laiirate. Myristate> I-almitate 
and S tear ate. {C^ H^ )j^ PbOCOR . 
Vh&a a mixture of 2.57 {j. {0.005 laole) of tetraphenyl-
lead, 0,005 mole of the acid and 25 cc. of xylene was refluxed 
for five hours there resulted a mixture of the triphenyllead 
salt and unreacted tetraphenyllead. When the above mixture 
was refluxed for ten hours a aiuoh better yield of the tri­
phenyllead salt was obtained and only a very small amount of 
the tetraphenyllead was recovered, i'hese compounds are best 
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crystallised from aloohol. 
When these compounds were dissolved in chloroform and 
dry hydrogen chloride passed into the solution a precipitate 
formed imsiediately, ishioh proved to be dipheayllead dichloride 
{53)» Shis when treated with an excess of phenylmagnesium 
brojaide gave tetraphenyllead ®hioh was identified by a mixed 
melting point determination ir?ith an authentic specimen. 
The ohloroform layer when treated with a lO^ i sodium 
hydroxide solution gave a precipitate in the water layer, 
h^is precipitate ishen boiled «rith dilute hydrochloric acid 
gave the fatty aoid which was identified by a mixed laelting 
point determination, 
I'hese compounds vsere analy£.ed for lead by a gravimetric 
methM {M)» 
DaBLE XIII. 
Properties and Analyses of Sriphenyllead Ijaurate, 
Jlyristate, lalmitate and Stearate* 
Acid Melting point 
mxeid ia.p« ; An^ . ^ fh 
«ith next j ' : 
hi^ :her hoimtlOR: Calcd •: Fatmd 
Xield 
iia^ ic 91® 
• • 
8E-84° :S2.90 ; 89^  
%ristic IDE-103° 
• s s 
94-100® tSO.44 J30,75 : 60^  
PaliBitic 
0 
no 
• • J 
108-110° :29.89 s29»40 : 6^  
Stearic 11E° 2^8.73 !28.74 : 50^  
53, Oilman and fowne, Hec, trav. chim.. 51. 1054 {1933). 
54. Gilsan and Robinson» £• Am. Chem. Soc.. 50, 1714 (1928) . 
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attempts to x'repare lEriphenyltln Stearate, {CgH^ )gSnOGOC^ yi^ .^ 
When a mixture of E*18 g* {0*005 H©le) of tetrapheriyl-
tin and 1»42 g, (0,005 mole) of stearic acid in 26 cc, of 
xylene '®as refluxed for ten hours all the stearic acid and 
tetraphenyltln were recovered unchanged. 
When the above mixture was refluxed for ten hours using 
silica gel as a catalyst, accordine to the procedure used by 
Browne and Held (55) in preparing triethyllead salts of ®eak 
acids, all the acid and tetraphenyltin were recovered^  
fh© reaction ^ ss attempted in a sealed tube using 1,09 g. 
(0#0025 mole) of tetraphenyltin, 0,71 g» {0.00E5 mole) of 
stearic acid and 15 cc« of 96^  alcohol. After heating the 
tube for six hours at 150-180° no reaction took place. Both 
the acid and tetraphenyltin were recovered unchanged. 
From these reactions it appears that organotin coapounds 
are siuch leas reactive than the organolead compounds, ?»hlch 
is in agreeiaent ??itii the generalifiation of C-ilman and Kelson 
(56). 
Preparation of the Monoureides of Laurie. Kyristic. Palmitic. 
Stearic and Oleic Acids. HgPgBECOR, 
fhe BKinoureide of stearic acid was prepared according to 
55, Browne and Held. J. MO, Chem. Scks.. 49, 8;;)0 (1927). 
56. Qilmjo, aM Belsoa, Bee, trav* 518 (1936). 
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the leooedur© used by Stendal (39), 
fo Ea ca« of a 25f solutios of sodium ethylate was 
added 7 of dry pyridine and 1,2 g, (0*02 mole) of urea, 
this Has shaken until all the urea had dissolved am then 
4 gm of ethyl stearate was added# 'Bie whole mixture was 
soon a ^ elly like mass which was set aside for twenty-four 
hours and then added to dilute aoetic aoid. A fine «hite 
precipitate forjas^ d which was filtered and washed with water, 
and then crystallised from alcohol, or better from an alcohol-
acetic acid solution* 
fhe oleic acid derivative was prepared in the eas® 
manner except that ethyl oleate was used in the place of 
ethyl atearate* 
It saa found that the monoureides could be prepared in 
better yields by refluxing for three hours a mixture of 0*6 g* 
(0,01 mole) of urea and 0*01 mole of the acid chloride in 
25 ec, of dry pyridine* Upon the addition of water the 
ureides separated and were filtered, l^ irification was effected 
by crystallizine twice from an alcohol-acetic acid solution. 
fhe ureides have well-defined physical properties which 
make purification and analysis most convenient* fheae 
derivatives do not serve as a very g^ >od s^ ane of diatineuiehing 
the high molecular weight fatty acids from one another as the 
melting points of adjacent raembers show only a slight variation* 
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Monostearoyl (57) urea was prepared in a 30^  yield by 
refluxing urea and stearoyl chloride in dry benssene for six 
hours, A much better yield might be obtained if the reaetion 
mixture was refluxed for a longer period. 
fhe ^ noureides of stearic (39, 40} atid oleic (39) acids 
have been reported, 
2ABI.E XIV. 
iropertiee and Analyses of the Monoureides of Laurie, 
i^ lstiCy PalaiitiCf Stearic aM Oleic Acids* 
Acid Melting point 
Mixed a,p, 
with next 
hi^ er hc»Q0l0R 
Anali 
Calcd. 
. 'is n 
: Yield 
FouM ; 
Laurie 182° 176-177° 1U60 11.86 I 66^  
l^ iatic 178® 173-175° 10,37 10*66 i 60"^  
Palmitic 176° 170-172° 9,39 9*66 : 70^  
Stearic 174® : 60^  
Oleic 160^  : 50^  
57« In a personal communication from Dr* 1« J« Crane and Dr, 
Leonard f. Gapell of the Mitorial staff of Chemical Ab­
stracts, dated February 15, 1937, these authorities state 
that the "oyl" ending for certain acid radicals has been 
adopted. Quoting from their letter; "3?he preferred naises for 
the acid chlorides of lauric, acsrristic, palmitic, stearic and 
oleic acids are lauroyl, B^ -ristoyl, palmitoyl, stearoyl and 
oleoyl chlorides* For the CjojB^ gCl we prefer dc^ ecyl chloride 
(or for the index, l-chlorododecane)} for Cx4%9^ »^ 
deoyl chloride (or l-chXorotetradecane); for Cxgi^ gCl. cetyl 
chloride or hexadecyl chloride {or l-chlorohexaaeeaae)j for 
oetadecyl chloride (or l^ chlorooctMeoane); and tor 
CnaKsCl, octaleceayl chloride {position of double bond 
imicated if ^ own, as 9-octadec®ayl chloride) (or 1-chlOTo-
9--octMeoene) 
Saas far in this thesis the terms lauryl, ^ ristyl, 
palmityl, stearyl and oleyl have been used to designate the 
acid radicals, hereafter the preferred naming will be used. 
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iPreiaratioii of tli© BgonothAoureldes of Lgairie. Eristic, 
Stearic and Oleio .^ ids. Hg^ liBEOR. 
fhese derivatives were prepared lay the si^  procedure 
&B tliat maed in preparing the raonoureides (§3S« 
fo a solution of 0»76 g. {0,01 mole) of thiourea in 
Z§ ec« of dry pyridine was added dropwise 0.01 mole of the 
©old chloride* She mixture was refluxed for four hours* 
After eooling^  water added and the precipitate filtered 
to give frrasE 70-80^  of crude products »hioh ^ ere purified hj 
crystallisation fro© aleeriaol. 
Tmm x¥. 
Properties and of the llcmothioureidee of Itaurie, 
%ristic^  l^ lmltlo. Stearic atad Olelo Aoida* 
ACid 
s J Mixed sup* t Anal* ^  ii 1 
Yield * sitiA wA**4s W4»l«* c«f#<3ik V # } 
I : higher hOiHoil^ iQalod*: Fount 
s 
* 
lauric 
I 
i 138°  ^ o I i32«126° 
: t 
slO.SS :10*8E 
s 
• 
• CO
 
Hsrrlstic 
t 
* 
• 
o 136 * o J 1E8-130 
• 9 
I 9*78 t 9*99 
*• 
<* 
ft 
if 70^  
Palffilti© 
# 
s 13S-136® 
• 
: 1E8-13Q® 
• » 
S 8*91 t 8*93 
m 
» 
!»• 
• 71$ 
Stearic 
t 
« 
* 
i 
• »! 8*18 t 8*19 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Q&p 
Oleic 
s 
• 
* 112-113° 
• 
* 
• 
9 • 
8*E3 I 8*SS 
• 
t 40^  
bBm See page 49 this thesis* 
ef Bis tear Ojyl thiourea. 
S 
A ailscture of ZZ oo« of a soXutlon of sodium ethylate, 
(|gf©pared by dlasoiTlng 1«5 g. of soai^  la E2 oo, of absolut© 
aleohol) 7 ee. of pyridine and 1*44 g* (0*0E ©ole) of thio­
urea was aha^ eti vigorously until solution was eomplete and 
then 4 s« of ©thyl ©tearate was added, f^ter t®ettty-four 
ho^ s miscture ifas added to dilute aeetlQ acid to give a 
50^  yield of ©rud© distecaroylthiourea which was purified fey 
erystallisatioa from aloohol to melt at 100°, 
A5aX» Calfld# for H|, 4»&1» Fou&d* IS^  
4^ 31 aisd 4w&l« 
Preparation of the p-Xenylaaildes of Laurie> ^ rletig. I'alialtlo 
ana Stearic ijelds^ ( X 
fh® j2;-xesylaiaides ware prepared hy heating equlaiolecular 
quantities of the aolda and j^xanylamine in a sealed tube fm: 
five hours at 1S5-140*^ , aoa crystallizing the prodi«8ts from 
aloohol, or batter fro® ethyl aeetata (S4i* 
fha aa^  compounds vera obtained in as good yields when 
aquljaolemalar quantities of the amine and the acid chlorides 
ware l^ ted together for five hours at 150-200®. 
fhe jg«x©nylajaides of laurlc, layristio^  palmitic and 
stearic acids have satisfactory high atelting points but as 
can be seen from liable X?I the Kelting points of adjacent 
meiabers closely together and the depression of Mxed 
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melting points floes not eliminate this diffieulty. 
msm m. 
Bfoperties a»a Aaalyses of tiie ^ Xeoylaaides of 
LauriOy Eristic, Palmitic am Stee^ ie ^ ids* 
* 
ii0id sMelting point 
« 
* 
Mi:^ d m*p* 
with next 
higher homolog 
MmU % N : 
J J Yield 
CalGd*!found I 
• 
laurie s 146° 1^ 6-140® 
« « 
MB I 3*34 ; 
* o 
Ifyristte : 143 1 iss-iss'^  
' t 
3*69 i 3.?6 t 40^  
Palmitic t 142® j 137-189® •  ^3«44 i 3*34 t m> 
s o ** 
Stearic s 143 : 
i •  ^
3*E2 : 3.2^  : 60^  
Irepapration of Lauj'oyl*^  S^ yristoyl*, Paliaitoyl-M Stearoyl-
aM 01eoyiaipfaeaylg( X )C0^ « 
In a EOO 00* tliree-necked flask equipped mlth a laercury-
sealed stirrer, eondenser and a tube for aMing almiaa® 
ohioriie, there was placed 0,01 mole of the acid chloride, 
1*54 g, (0*01 Bsole) of diphenyl and 60 oc. of dry carhon di­
sulfide* The flask was ©hilled in an ice-bath while £*S6 g* 
(0*0E mole) of finely powdered aluminum chloride was slo»ly 
added over a period of one hour. Mter stirring for another 
hour the ioe-hath was removed and the reaction mixture was 
stirred for t«o hcnxre at room temperature, fhe mixture was 
then refluxed for twelve hours on a steaisf-hath. i'he contents 
were then poured into a distilling flaslc containing crushed 
ice the jaixture was steam distilled to remove the carbon 
- 5S 
disulfid©* Tim residiie ®ae filtered aad the solid mm 
oryatalllssad from ethyl acetate to a ooiistaat melting points 
R. loCorkle, in this laboratory^  first prepared the 
stearoyl deriYative, The position of the ketone group *as 
established by preparing the same deriTative from. _g-pheayl-
phenylai^ nesidffi brcsitide and stearonitrile. The identity was 
established by a mixed melting point deterffiination* 
It was QSBUffied that the ketone group is in the para-— 
position for the other members of this series, 
la atteiapting to prepare the oleoyl ^ tone in the above 
m.an&T l^ ere remained, after remoTal of the carbon disulfide, 
a radish solid which was insoluble in aH the ordinary 
organic solvents. IJhis solid «ould not melt, but would burn 
aM leave a reaidue. It ia probably an alminum chloride 
eoii^ lex (59) «ith the imsaturated linkage, in oleic aeid. When 
boiled @fith hydroehlorie acid the compound reiaained unaltered* 
AB is evidsGt from Table XVII these derivatives are not 
very satisfaotory for identifying laurlo, juristic, palaiti© 
and stearie acids. Purification was rather difficult as 
several crystallizationB were necessary# 
59. Gangloff and Henderson, £• jim. Ghem, Soe». 39> 1420 (1917)» 
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mi . 
Jroperties and Analyses of Lauroyl-, Myrlstoyl-, i-almitoyl-
and Stearoyldli^ ienyl. 
Compcmi^  Melting 
point 
Mixed m«p* 
nith next 
higher 
homolOR 
Anal. -X C and H 
tXield Carbon Hydrogen 
Calod.iFound Calcd. Fcaind 
lauroyl-
diphenyl 
101-102° 90-94° 86.71 85.90 9.52 9.60 77^  
r^istoyl-
diphenyl 
102-103° 
0 
96-98 85.71 85.60 9.89 9.98 73^  
Palmitoyl-
dlphenyl 
103-104° 97-99° 85.71 85.85 o
 
•
 
o
 
10.50 76^  
Stearoyl-
diphenyl 
106-107° 85.71 85.50 
CD 
•
 
10.70 
• 
• 
75^  
Attejapts to I-repare Stearoyl'-p-nltrodlplieoyl. 02k([[X]^ CCX;i7%5. 
la a EOO oc. three-necked flask equipped with a mercury-
sealed stirrer, condenser and a tul)e for adding aluminum 
chloride, there ^ as placed 7.96 g. {0.04 mole} of jg-nitrodi-
phenyl12.08 g. (0.04 mole) of stearoyl chloride and 25 ce. 
of dry nitrobenzene. 2his mixture was cooled in an ice-hath 
while 3X)*&4 g. (O.OS mole) of aluminum chloride was slonvly 
e^ ded. Sie ice-hath ^ as then reaioYed and the mixture was 
stirred at room temperature for twelve hours. !Dhe mixture mQ& 
poured onto cracked ice and steam distilled until all the nitro­
benzene was removed. The residue «as filtered and the solid 
was crystallised from alcohol to give ^ nitrodiphenyl and 
stearic acid, fhe jj-nitrodiphenyl is aajch less soluble in 
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aleokol tUao stearic acid and on this basis a separation was 
made, ik guantitative recovery mas made of both ;^ -aitrodi-
phet^ l and stearic acid, x'hey were identified by a mixed 
melting point determination with an authentic specimen* 
In a second run carbon disulfide was used in place of 
the nitrobensene# In this run the reaction was refluxed for 
twelve hours after all the altuninum chloride had been added* 
The mixture tsas hydrolyaed with cracked ice anu then steam 
distilled to remove the carbon disulfide, i'he residue was 
filtered and the solid cry^ &tallized from alcohol to give 
n^itrodiphenyl and stearic acid in a 90^  recovery* 
Preparation of Z«B'-Dilaurc^ l". 2,8-'Di^ rlstoyl«-. B.8-I;i-
In a 200 «c* three-necked flask equipped with a xaercury-
sealed stirrer, condenser and a tube for adding aluaiinum 
chloride, there was placed 0«8i> g, (0*005 isole) of carbaaole, 
0*01 mole of the acid chloride and Bd cc. of dry nitrobenzene, 
fh© flask was cooled in an ice-bath iJhile Z»66 g, (0,02 mole) 
of alumimm chloride was slowly added* iSiis mixture was 
stirred for twelve hours at room temperature and t.hen poured 
into a flask containing:, cracked ice* Hitrobensiene was then 
reiEsoved by stea© distillation* She residue was cooled at«l the 
solid was removed by filtration, The eolid was then boiled 
l^ait<^ l- and B > S^ Piatearoylcarbaaole . 
4*ei*e««»wi*iN***wew6MilwwewwwwW"iei*iew*eww**wiweee*eiww*i*ei*6t**w*mwi*e***w*wiw«eiiEk* 
K 
M 
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with aeetose and filtered while hot, '£h6 acetone ii^ oliible 
fraction was then crystallized from acetic acid to give a 
dark nasy ooi^ uM* 
B, McGorkle, in this lalsoratcay, first prepared the 
stearoyl derivatiTre* 
The positions of the ketone groups have never been 
definitely established hut it is assuaed that they are in the 
E,8-positions, since these are the positions of the acetyl 
groups in diacetyloarbassole (60) • 
mim XVIII, 
IfTOperties a^  Analyses of E^ a-Mlauroyl-, E,8-l;iiByristoyl-, 
S^ 3*Dlpalmitoyl~ and SyS-Disteeroylearha^ iOle* 
COB^ USld 
I ' J Mixed m*p« i Anal« p M' 
sMeltingj Bith it<^ t -t Yield 
t point {higher hoaioloejgalOid»ig<»iitd ; 
I o i 
2,8-Dllattroyl-^  s 176 
earhasole : ; 
1S6-160® I : £,70 i 50^  
2,&-DiiE^ istc^ l*: 169 
oarha^ ole : 
168-163 : I 2.57 50^  
2,8-Dipalffiltoyl-: 162 
oarhaaole i 
160-162 J 2.28 I 2^ 47 66^  
* o 
2^ 8-Dlstear^ l- : 163 
oarhas^ ole : 
: 2»18 J 2.S0 
: t 
6^  
60. J'laat, Beyers and Fiilliaas, J» Chea, Soo.. 741 [19Q&)* 
4m £9 •• 
Preparation of B-LauroyI«> p-lgyrlstoyl-. $-£alfflitoyl« and 
p-S tearoyXaalnoliengoic Ac ids > HQOC^  ^ )ll^  OH* 
fo a BOlation of 1,36 g. (0.01 isole) of ^ asiinobeazoio 
aoid in Z5 cc» of dry pyridine was added 0*01 laoie of the 
aeid chloride, fhls mixture was refluxed for five hours* 
Upon the i^ ditioa of water a precipitate formed uhieh «as 
removed toy filtering* Purification was effected by cryBtal-» 
lizing frcaa acid to give hi^ -meltija^  ocaapouads* fhese 
coi^ ounds Slay toe of value in tJ^  textile iMustry as wetting, 
dispersion aM agents (33)* 
fA3I£ XIX. 
I^ opertles and Analyses of j^ Lauroyl-, ^-i^ Tristoyl-^  
;g--Palaltoyl~ and j^ StearoyXamlnoto«moio Aoids* 
^ ^ M l x e ^ r ' f f i . p .  t  
Compomsd sMelting point: «ith next t S" '" 'iYield 
; t higher h0B»>l0fgi Calod,; Found t 
t ' " ' - iirT -. I- .1^  ;:r. i-n^ ivv 
akinotoanzoics E27»2£8® : 226-227 ; 4*S9 s 4*&3j ^ 3^ ;! 
acid I ; I i t 
p*^ ^^ ist©yi«*s'' ' • s ' ' ' ' #' ' ' s' s 
amin0to@»2i0l0s 224-225® i 2E2-22S® t 4*03 t 4*19: 72^  
acid ; : j i j 
j«]^ OLmtoyi-: _ i ~ s * i 
asim»^ nzoi©j 226-227° : 220-224® s 3*73 s 3*801 60^  
&oid i ; I I t : 
s ' '"" '' t i 
mlmhemQl&i 221® i ; 3#47 t S»7Zs 7¥j> 
s^ ld I i ; : I 
9 
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Preparatioa of H*-PaImitoyl- aM R-'SteayoyXaathraallio 
GOOE 
Qi^ oa, 
Uiase deriYatives were prepared by rtfluxiag for five 
hours a ffilKture of 1^ 37 g. (O.Ol mole) of anthratillio aold^  
0«01 si£>le of the aeid ohlori&e and 25 0c* of dry ohljoroform* 
OShe ohlorofor® ®as remred aod the solid residue was crystal­
lized from aloohol to a oonstant melting point* 
Several attempts isere made to prepare the lauroyl and 
sayristoyl derivatives by the same procedure ae that used for 
tli^  palDdltoyl and stearoyl derivatives* In every attempt an 
oil was forsaed whioh would not oryatallis^ e* 
2h« jtelting points werei jK-palaiitoylaathraailio edid, 
100^ ; and B-stearoylanthra^ ilio aeid, 113^ « A mix&^  melting 
point determination of a §0p mixture of the two aoids jilted 
at 90-S3®, 
An^ , Calcd» for S.27, Founds K, S*90» 
Calod* for 3»47# Foui^ t 
Bfeparation of ^ -I'alaiitoyX- 3'>^ teiQfoylaailfiodibeago-
4 sixture of 1.83 g« (0,01 ^ le) of ^ aminodibenzofuran 
ai^  0«01 jmXe of the ^ id chloride was heated for five hours 
o 
at 125-160 » jifter crystailizations from acetone the laelti^  
points wore: S-stearoylafflinodibeas&ofuran, 134°; and 3-palmitoyl-
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aalac^ ibeiizefiiran, lgO°» A mixed ©eltiag point determination 
of a SO^  mixture of the two eo®tpounds melted at ISO®* 
AnaX* Calod. for CggHg^OgSs Fouadi Ii» S»32* 
Calod. for 3.12. Foiiad*. E, 2*30. 
yreBaratiOB of Dllsairoyl'*. Dlaarrlstoyl»» I>iialaitQyl«> aM 
Piatearoylbomsidine, RC<^ <f~X 
fhese ©Gffiipounds w«re prepared by refluxiag for five 
hours a mixture of O.SS g» (0«,005 siole) of bemidine, 0,01 
fflole of the acid ©hloride and 25 cc» of dry pyridine, ihea 
the mixture had cooled« water was added and the solid which 
separated was removed by filtering, 3?urification was effected 
by oryatalliaing from pyridine, 'Jhese derivatives are in­
soluble in the ordinary organic solvents; they are sli^ tly 
soluble in hot aeetic acid but do not erystalliise i$ell from 
this solvent* 
XK, 
Jropertiee Analyses of Dilauroyl-, Dii^ ristoyl-, 
DipalMtoyl* aiid Dlstearoylbemiidim* 
J J j^ed swp« t MrnXm p B i 
ccmpoaad sMiltiag point; witti ; "" jYieM 
: :hi^er hcnologsCalod^s Found : 
BilaurbyX*—: i—^  Tj * : 
beagldlna s E48^  ; 238-^ 40 : 6«10 t 6«28 s 84i^  
' ' y' ' ' i ' ' ' » ' { ' 
beazldlao ; £41>»B48^ t i 4.62 s 4»80 s $S^ 
Bfpaliiii'i#ii-s 2  ^ . i : i 
bemldine t •. &£&*aga° s 4,24 t MO t 
iiistearoy!iU %  ^"' ' '."•••••"' '""' ' ' • ;••••••" • -i'-"" •  
bengidia# t t ; MX s 4,00 t 
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Atteaqgts to M&reurate Stearoae, 
lat> Rni3i» procedure us©4 for mereiirating dlbei^ o-
furaa was followed {&!)• A melt of £).06 g« (0*01 ^ le) of 
stearone and 3*13 g, (0.01 mole) of mereurie acetate mm 
heated at 2^ -160° for l^ e© hcmrs* ijfter cooling, the solid 
ism extra®ted mith hot aoetone to give 4«& g* or a 9(^  re­
cover j of stearone* 
Za&m Hua» Exactly the saa^  procedure as ahove was used 
except that four equivalents of laercurie acetate were used. 
A smll ai^ unt of oercurous acetate was obtained in this run* 
Sfeiis was identified by a black coloration when treated with a 
sodium hydroxide solution, from this run 4*6 £• of stearone 
Here recovered, which was identified by a aixed melting point 
determination* 
3rd» Bua# A mixture of &#06 g. {0»01 mole) of stearone, 
2*16 g* (0»0i iK>le) of mercuric oxide and 60 cc. of acetic 
acid was refliixed for six hours* fhe aolution was cooled and 
filtered to give 4«6 g» {9^ } of atearone i^ hich melted at 3^ * 
8S°# Ihis »as identified by a jElxed melting point deteraina-
tioa» 
4»th« Bun* ihen £>*06 g* (0*01 mole) of atearone, &*33 g* 
iOmOZ ^ le} of mercuric acetate and ^  go* of glacial acetic 
acid were refluxed for six hours there separated a solid vhlch 
61. Qilmm and Young» £• Chem* Soc*. 56. 1416 (1934) • 
prsvei to be merourous acetate. After eooltng, the solatioa 
was filter!^  to give 5.0 g, of a yellow solid, i^s solid 
was extracted with hot ethyl acetate to give 4»e g# of stearoae 
ishioh was identified hy a Mxed melting point determination* 
5th# Rm* When 5«06 g« {0.01 mole) of stearon© ia E6 
eo» of glaeial acetic aoid were refluxed «ith five equivalents 
of mereurie acetate for twelve hours, 90;^  of the stearone was 
reotspvered* 
6th« Rua» When 2«68 g# (0,005 raole) of stearone, l«64g» 
(O.OOS jEEusle) of mTQVtxie acetate and 15 oe« of aleohol mere 
heated in a sealed tube for eight hours at 150*160°| S*00 g, 
of stearone «ere recovered, fhere was observed a s^ ayall am^ mt 
of free meroury in the tube but no merourated stearone oouM 
be identified. 
Atteapte to Merourate Eldtiyl a tear ate, 
fo 1&«6 g« (0»05 iiiole) of etli^ l stearate^  whioh melted 
at in a siaall bealcer heated on an oll*bath «as added 
1S«9 g* (0*0S i^ le) of jsercurio acetate* the salt isas added 
in saall quantities over a period of one-half hour* The 
tea^ rature of the Mxture was 130<*150^ , After the addition 
»as eos^ leted, the mixture was heated for five hours at 1^ -
l^ *'. The eooled mass was extracted twice isith ether to give 
IS g« of ethyl stearate whioh aselted at 32-33®. 
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W&en 6*24 g* (0*0E mole) of ©tJajl st»©arat«, 6»36 g* 
(0.02 i^ le) of i^ reuriG acetate aiMi 50 co« of glacial acetie 
aoid were refliax&d for five hours 80^  of th^ e etliyl stearat© 
was reeovered* A smll amouiit of oierourous aoetate was 
obtain^ * 
When the abo^ e reaotioa was oarriad out usin^  fiTO 
efalTalents of laerourie aoetate aM refluxed fc^  tail hours 
m i^ rourated prc^ uot could be identified* 'i&e etl^ l stearate 
was recovered along with a small aawunt of meretsrous aoetate* 
Attempts to Merourate Stearonitrile, 
When a mixture of 12J25 g* (0*05 laole) of stearoaitrile, 
1S.90 g* C0»05 ffiole) of j^ r^ourio acetate aod 50 ec# of glacial 
aoetic acid sas refluxed for three hours a precipitate of 
mmvx&m acetate forjssed, which was T&move& by filtering* After 
cooling, water was added to the filtrate and a solid separated 
Qhich proved to be s tear amide and laelted at 10&»10?^ * i^s 
Has identified by a mixed melting point determination with an 
auMientio epeoii^ n* $he yield of stearaside mas 1X>«0 g* or 
70^  
l^ he above reaction repeats using S»30 s* (0*02 mole) 
of stearonitrile and 15«9 g. (0.0& siole) of ^ rourio acetate* 
In ^ is run stearimide was obtained in a 75^  yield* 
66 
Atttiiptea Reaetioa of Metallie ionium ea Stearoi^ * 
la a 200 ©o# tluree-fieokeA flask ©quipped isitli a raeroury-
sealed stirrer, ©CMSdeaser acaSl an ialet tube for nitrogen, 
there waa placed 0,4&g« (0«0E g* at^ cm) of sodiuiii {out ift small 
pieces)^  E»i^  (0*006 £aole} of stearone and 100 06« of dry 
ether* After fl*j®hiiig; the apparatus with aitrogea, t^ ie flask 
aM eontents were protected by adaiitting nitrogen under a 
small, positive pressure* i'he mixture was refluxed with 
ccmstant stirring for fifteen hours* iJfter five hours the 
sc^ ution beoam dark gray, perhaps due to a suspension of 
finely divided sodium* At the eaa of fifteen hours ^ le re-
aotion was stopped aii4 the ether layer deoanted* The sodium 
was destroy^  with aloohol aM the solid residue was heated 
with dilute sulphuric acid* After cooling, the reaction 
laixture was filtert^  and the solid residue was crystallized 
fro® ethyl acetate to give B»3 g* of stearone^  or a recovery 
of 92^ * ae s tear one was identified by a mixed sielting 
point with an authentic speclia^ n* 
fhis reaction was repeated with the saiae results. 
Preparation of a-Stearoylcarbaaole {62}* OgQoOOlTHas, 
H 
In a 200 cc* three-necked flask etulpped with a aercury-
62* laiis eospound was first prepared and described by M* R* 
McOorkle in this laboratory* 
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sealed stirrer, condenser and, a tube for adding altiaimim 
ohloride^  there were placed S*24 g. (0«,02 sjole) of oarbazole, 
6*04 g, (0.02 siole) of stearoyl chloride and 40 ec. of dry 
nitrobenzene* fo this mixture was added 5«d2 g» (0*04 mole) 
of alumiraan chloride during the course of one hour. I'he 
mixture was stirred vigorously and cooled in an iee-bath« 
After addition tsas complete the cooling bath was removed and 
the contents of the flask stirred at rooai temperature for 
twelve hours, She mixture was poured cautiously onto ice 
and steam distilled until all the nitrobenzene had been re* 
moved, fhe cooled residue was filtered and the solid was 
crystallized from alcohol to give 6»0 g, or 60^  of 2-stearoyl-
carbasole which melted at 103«>105'°* 
Attempted Breparation of j^ Stearoyl-g'-stearoyloarbasole. 
=°"i7aae 
fo a solution of 3»0£: g. {O.OE mole) of stearoyl chloride 
and 4tmM (0.01 iBole) of K-stearoylcarbazole in 40 cc. of 
dry nitrobeasene, 2.66 g. {0.0£ mole) of aluadnum chloride 
were slowly added during the course of one-half hour, fhe 
fixture was stirred constantly during this addition and was 
cooled in an iee»bath. She cooling bath was removed stnd the 
contents of the flask were stirred for twelve hmirs at rooa 
The mixture was poured onto oraoked iee aM 
then steam diatilled, After cooling, the residue w©s filter­
ed &a& the precipitate was orystallissed from acetic acid to 
give g» or 45^  of 2y8->distearoyloarbibEOle wMeli jaelted 
at 16;^ 164^ « fhis naa identified by a mixed melting point 
d©ter»ination« No otiter pri^ uct wa© isolated* 
Preparation of H-'Stearoyl-g-stearoylearbazole* 
fhes a mixture of 4»aiS g« {0«01 mole) of £-etearoyl-
oarbazole and S*02 g« (0«01 mole) of stearoyl chloride was 
heated at 150«^ 00® laitil hydrogen chloride ceased to be 
eirolved^  there resulted a blaolc oil which solidified on 
cooling* After repeated orystallications from acetone and 
finally froa ethyl acetate there were obtained 2.& ©« of a 
©reeuB colored solid which melted at 86-87®; further crystal­
lisation did not change the joelting point* 
Ami* Calcd* for H, 2*03* Fouadj H, 2*25 
aod 2 *30* 
l^ drolysis of H-Stearoyl'^ g^-stearoylcarbagole* 
A fflixture of 0*699 g* (0*001 mole) of H-stearoy1-2-
stearoylcarbasolei^  50 ce* of alcohol a^  10 cc* of hydro-
chl€»ric acid was refluxed for four hours* At the beginning 
of the reacti(»i an oily substamie appeared in the flaslc which 
finally went into solution* At the eM of fcwr hours the 
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solution cooled and a crystalline eolld separated* fMa 
was filtered aad after one crystalliaattoa of the solid frcaa 
o 
aloohol 0»38 g» of a Qoapouna melting at lOS-lOS was oH-
taiaed. A aixed melting point deterainatioa with E-stearoyl-
©arhassole showed no depression* 
When a smll amount of «ater «a8 added to the alooholie 
filtrate a solid separated whioh melted at 60-6S°. After one 
erystallization from acetone this solid loelted at 6?»69^ « A 
mixed melting point deterMnaticm mitii stearic acid shoned 
no depression* 
Prei^ atlon of l-Stearoylamlnonaphthalene. OjcoCiTttae. 
'BdB derinnative h&a heen reported i 17), tmt was pre­
pared Is VOXB study f<^  use in the foia^ ing experiment* 
EfoiiaoleGular quantities of jC^ naph^ ylajBilne and 
stearoyl ehloride were heated on an oil-bath for six hours 
at 140*ld0^ « !?he solid residue was erystelll^ ed frcm alcohol 
o 
to a^ lt at 110*111 • 
Attempts to Rearrange I'-Stearoylaffiinoasphthaleae* 
A solution of 4«0? g» {0«01 iBole) of l-stearoylamino-
naphthalene In Ed oe* of dry carbon disulfide «as eooled la 
an ioe«bath while 2.66 g* (0«02 mole) of aluoiiaam chloride 
were sl^ ly added* l^ e ooollsi^  bath ^ as reioored and the 
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mixture sas refluxefl for twelve hours* After oooling, th© 
aixtaare was oautlously poured onto oracked ice and steam 
distilled to rexaoTe the earlson disulfide, iJhe residue was 
filtered and the solid was orystallized from alcohol to give 
g* of a oreas colored solid which oielted at H]i3*110^ » 
A fflisced sisltlng point determination «ith l-stearoylaiaino-* 
imphtlmlei^  shoeed depression* 
A seooM reaetion mm run using 4*07 g« (0*01 ^ le) of 
l«stearoylaiainonaphtlualene, 1*99 g* (0*015 asole) of alumiiaiffi 
ohlorid© and 40 co* of dry nitroben&ene* la this run the 
aluMnum chloride was slofily added, at ro^  temperature, 
mhile the mi:Kture m&B constantly stirred* After the addition 
was eoi^ leted the mixture was stirred at room temperature for 
tnelTc hours and then heated for one hour on a water-hath* 
After eooling, the contents of the flask were poured onto 
orae^ d ice and the miJiture vias steam distilled* fh£ residue 
was filtered and the solid mass lias crystallised froa aleohol 
to give 3*3 g* or of l-stearoylafflinonaphthal@ne whioh 
sitelted at 108-110^ * A mixed melting point determination 
showed no depression* 
Atteiggted l^ ayapatlon of l-^ Stearoylamino«-4*stearoylQai^ tha^  
MM.* 
h^e preparation of this oompound «as attempted according 
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to to.© proeedure used in preparing l-»beiiEoylajainO'-4-beoz<^ l* 
na:^ tbalen& {53)« 
3?sfo aM eight-tenths grasffi {0,02 mole) of <<-napht^ l-
aMne «ere heated at X30«>B00^  «ith X2.0S g« (0*04 mole) of 
stear^ l ehloride for fifteen minutes with the gradual 
addition of S«5 g« of anhydrous zim chloride* The solid 
residue was dissolved in acetic as id aisi the solution mm 
filtered tshile hot. After cooling, & tem drope of water «ere 
added to the aoetic acid solution to give a precipitate, 
lEbtis preoipitate was ressoved by filtering and was crystal­
lised ttfm aleol^ l to giisre 9«& or 8^  of steario acid 
whioh aelted at A Mased mltinB j^ int determination 
«ith an authentie specimen shoned no de^ esaion* 
SSiis reaction mas repeated, obtaining similar results* 
33 • mimmmlstX and sternhach. Bull* intern* aoad* pol^ aise. 
eiasse soi, laaUu nat,! Tr^ & iiW)[g:gr, mf 
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eiSCUSSIOH OF HiSSUlTS 
Fort^ aetely, is organic eaalysis, say rely aiore 
often for final identification upon a variety of pijysieal 
ooQstants, not only of the uatoc^ n, but also of its de­
rivatives. 
fhe problea of seleeting a series of derivatives »hieh 
have properties suitable for identifying laurie, i^ ristio, 
palMtio, stearic and oleio aeids is a matter of eonsiderable 
difficulty* 
la preparing this series of derivatives it «as hoped 
that several outstanding derivative® mieht be foui^  for 
identifying the higher jasleeular weight fatty aeids, espeoially 
palMtio a£»^  etesrio aeids* l^ ere have been a large mm^ eT 
of derivatives prepared which have iselting points »ithin a 
e«jvenient raa^ } hf»ever» the difference in JD^ lting points 
be-^ een adjeeent snembers ai^  the lowering of mixed melting 
points greatly reduees the number of eatisfaetory derivatives* 
Tke ms% satisfactory derivative« aU other things being 
equal, would be one that ooajild be prepared dlreet fro^  the 
aeid, or froa easily aoi sickly available derivatives of the 
aoid mioh as salts„ aoid ehloride or esters, A ^ »od yield 
of an easily purified product is also desirable. Kto definite 
eo£KSluai^  can be dravn as to the type or types of ecmpouisds 
which serve as the laast satisfactory derivatives, bat in 
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geaeral the K-aoyl types appear to be the most satisfactory. 
It should he noticed that the weight of the suhstituent has 
very little effect on the jaaagnitude of the melting point* 
The melting tei^ erature, according to Robertson {18), is a 
function of the specific heat^  the aK>lecular volume, aM the 
vibration frequency of the aioleoule, 
Austin (64) has suggested that there is a relationship 
between the ^ lecular ^ ei^ ts and melting points of organic 
coa^ ounds, which he expresses by the following equation: 
log K = A + 
In the above equation M is the molecular weight, ii is a 
constant, B is the slope of the curve and !£ is the melting 
point absolute* 
fhis equation has been found to represent the observed 
data with oansiderable accuracy for a large number of hcsso* 
logs* Curves obtained by the above foraaila are useful in a 
eritical exaisiination of recorded data and in the oaloulation 
of melting points which have not been experimentally de­
termined, Three or four points are sufficient to allow the 
construction of a curve from which the melting point of any 
co^ ound of the series isay be easily read. She lower members 
are abnormal in some cases* fhis abnormality seems to be 
typical of the first members of a aeries ai»i has been 
64* Austin, iym* Chem* Soc.. 52, 1049 (1930)* 
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dlseueseS hj Sjiyth {&§) in oom^otion with ^ leetrie sc^amats. 
In this series of derivatives the K*aoyle©rhazole de­
rivatives appear to be the mat satisfactory for identifying 
lauriCy Jiyristic^  palmitie and stearic aeids. these de­
rivatives retnir« a relatively short tiiae to prepare and 
give good yields of an easily purified crystalline prodmet* 
fhey sh«iR a difference in aslting points of adjacent meJB^ ers 
of from 3-6®, an4 a depression of loixed ©eiting points of 
from 4«8®. 
fhe R^ acyl-jg-tolnenesnlfonaaiidea are stable, 
i^ hich is contrary to the general opinion that dieusidaadldes 
are aiore or less unstable* fhese derivatives sh®s an even 
larger depreasion in oixed laelting pointa than the earbazole 
derivatives! they vary from 3-11®. fhese derivatives crystal­
lize iiell from alcohol^  or acetone, to give well-defined 
crystalline coin^ ounds. Only t®o or three crystallisaations 
are necessary for p^ ification* 
fhe ^ phenylphenacyl esters have proven satisfactory 
derivatives for a large number of acids (IS, 14). fhey have 
one decided advantage in ^ at they are prepared frc^  the 
aodittffi salt of the acid, fhese derivatives of Icuiric, 
siyristic* j^ OMtic eyod stearic acids are colorless crystals. 
65* Saarth, £. ^  Chem^  Soc», mm 
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Unfortunately, a large number of the higher molecular weight 
fatty acia derivatives are not crystalline. jg-Jhenylphenaeyl 
bromide is available fr<^  Eastmn Ejodak Company and can also 
be resuSily prepared from diphenyl. 
She phenothiazine derivatives are similar to the 
oarbaaole derivatives, however they are not as satisfactory. 
•Ihey do crystallize well but are somewhat lower ffielting and 
sh«^  a sisaller depression in mixed melting points than the 
corresponding earbazole derivatives, 
ihe K-aeyl«E-nitro-^ toluidine derivatives are laueh 
better derivatives than a large number of those which are 
listed in the literature. However, they show a ss^ ller 
variance in melting points than some derivatives which have 
been described in this dissertation. 
fhe saccharin derivatives are very stable in view of 
the fact that they may be considered as triacidamides. Kiey 
are readily prepared frcaa the sodium salt of saccharin and 
the acid chloride in some inert solvent, such as chloroform 
or benzene* I'he higher members do not have a sweet taste 
but as the series is descended the sweet properties appear# 
Ihis may be due to the greater solubility of the lower 
members* 
In this study, the 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazides are the 
most easily prepared derivatives in terias of time consumed. 
These derivatives are easily crystallised and give well-
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defined yello® needles. Only one or two crystaHiiiations 
are necessary to obtain a pure product. The one disadvantage 
to these derivatives is that the melting points do not ex­
hibit as wide a range as desired* Hossever, this is some­
what obviated by the use of mixed oielting points. Even 
though the stearoyl and paloiitoyl derivatives show only 2° 
difference in melting points there is a lowering of 8® ia 
fiiixed melting points. 
fhe ^ xenylamides have high melting points, relatively 
speaking, but ©alilbit a very small difference in melting 
points between adjacent mei^ ers, fhis disadvantage is not 
overcome by mixed melting points. 
!l!he monoketones and diketones are not very satisfactory 
as derivatives for identifying the higher weight fatty acids, 
fhey are sore difficult to prepare than most of the previ­
ously ittsntioned derivatives and do not form well-defined 
crystalline compounds. This is especially true of the di­
ketones which are non-crystalline and are very difficult to 
purify. However, these disadvantages would not be so great 
provided the compounds showed a wide range in melting points 
and a large depression in mixed melting points. Unfortu­
nately this is not the case. 
The ureides and thioureides have well-defined physical 
properties which purification and analysis most con­
venient. fhese compounds are easily prepared in good yields 
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Imt lisire tike aisadvanta^  in th&t they shm very little 
Tarlation in melting points* Mixed melting point detenai* 
mitiQiiB d© not remove this difficulty# 
&e sieroury and lead salts have the disadvantage in 
that the laereary and lead ctHapQiinde used for preparing these 
derivatives are rather ^ pensive* fhe&e derivatives sho« no 
exoeptiffli^  properties as derivatives of hi^ er moleoolar 
weight fatty aeidSi^  in faet they are mmh less satisfactory 
l^an severed derivatives previously s»ntio^  in this s1^ y« 
fhe Sl-acylanthranilie aoid derivatives have escistellent 
properties in so far as oelting points are concerned* These 
cos^ poiuids are difficult to prepare aM piiri£!y^  a lar#» t^ nlier 
of cri^ talllsuations are necessary for purificatitm. fhe 
Icmer mm^ vu wexe oils which would not crystallis^ e* 
 ^very definite conclusions can be drawn fr^  this 
series of derivatives concerning aelting points aaS cheaiical 
conititution* e^ H^ -acyl types seea to be the i«»@t satis-
factory^  especially when the nitrogen is a part of a ring 
systeffl» However, the jg-^ enylphenacyl esters are very 
satisfactcary as derivatives# 
probabili^  of finding derivatives fc»r the high 
j^ leculer wei^ t fatty acids which have a wide variance in 
physical pri^ rties^  especially in sa^ lting points» is a 
isatter of considerable speculation# It is kno«n that tJbye 
dlffereitoes ia the smXtim points of eoasectttiTe lu^ soXogtms 
fatty a«i48 decrease with tJie iaoreasing nuffllmr of eart)<m 
atoiis in the eiiain* 
OoEisidering the ease of preparation aad purifiaation 
as well as the range in salting points and depression of 
mixed melting points, the tea best series of deriTatives in 
this stMy may he liated in the following order of decreasing 
importanee; (1) the K'-^ eylearhasole derivatires; (£} the H* 
aeyl-j^ tolueaesulfcmainidesi (3) the ;g^ pheiiylphenaoyl esterfi5{4) 
the jN-aoylphenothiazine derivatives; (5) the l^ acyi-S^ nitro-
•^toluidine derivativee; (6) the N-aeylsaeoi^ in derivatives; 
(7) the E^ 4-»dinitrophei:Kflhydrazides; (8) the jg-aitroanilidesi 
{9) the phenyl^ reurie salts; (10) the j^ 3»Qylaffiides« 
'Bm failtire to effect the merotiration of stearoi^  is 
t^ so surprising in view of the jsiore less indefinite 
results vfhieh have heen reported on the lEbero^ ation of 
aliShatie icetonee (66)* When aoetone is heated with seretirio 
aeetate at 100^  for tno hours there ia forced tetra*a6etocs;yo> 
mt^ isseic diaoetoae hydrate {67)« 
66* and Hmntzseh. Ber#^  33. 267S (190S); (h) Leys. Ball 
BOO. SMB., 38. mir taoi). — 
67» Ssi^ aaTll^ ttoslSa, Ber»> 3704 (1902) • 
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4eetotie reaots with an aoid s^ rouric nitrate soXution 
to give a meTQmr'bt&e^  (68)* Thi& ecmpound 
wlien treats with sodium hydroxide solution gives an e^  
plosive (&8)» 
'me hl^ er ik^ tones, sueh as diethyl Intone ^ dipropyl 
IsetojM aiiS dihatyl Icetoi^ , give laeroury oompoands of doabtful 
eossti^ ticm (66)« 
flie failure of stearone to react with sodim was 8&m» 
what stirprising since work has heen reported with several 
lower ^ lec^ Oar weight aliphatic lbs tones (69}« Tim mtkm! 
is of the opinion that the difference in reactivity of the 
high ^ leeular wei^ t fatty acids and their derivatives^  as 
c^ p^ared with ^ t^ of the lower laolecular weight fatty acids 
is^  their derivatives, is a difference in degree only aM m% 
in Kind. 
&3« latscherow^  BeXm> 17^  SO {1884)« 
&9« CfaaUT reW* acad. 8Ci*.ri7*H«s,3j] 4. £8S (IfM) 
[0.^ , Sr^ WTTSsfi^  — -
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SWiHT 
A series of derivatives for laurie, lagrristic, palaJitic,* 
stearie at^  oXeio aoide iiave been prepared and their :^ oper* 
ties studied* Data are given on a ccmparison of lilting 
points aM Mixed reciting points* 
Stms evidet^ e has been given for the most satisfaetory 
types of high moleeular weight fatty aoid derivatives, A 
list of what is eonaidere^  as the ten best derivatives of 
this st^ y has been given. 
!£he friedel-Crafte reaction has been used in preparing 
of the high ooXeeuIar weight fatty ^ id derivatives* 
Smm ^ i^ ooessf^ l iaerourati«»i reaetlcNsa with the high 
moXeouIiff' flight fatty aoid derivatives have been re^ rted* 
